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Vedic Literature and the
Technological Sciences

Prof. (Dr.) Balagopalan T.S. Prabhu

Abstract

This paper is an overview of Vedic literature in which
the genesis of technological sciences of Ëyurveda, Dhanurveda,
Gandharvaveda and Sth¡patyaveda, can be traced. The special
interest of the paper is Sth¡patyaveda containing the seeds of
building art, the settlement planning, infrastructure develop-
ment and the technical arts of shaping vehicles and sculptures.
They remain as archeological relics of such a cultural legacy.

1. Introduction

Veda is considered as the earliest creative effort of man
in presenting his vision at the wonder of creation of the world
and the revelations of the ancient seers from time immemorial.
It is called áruti meaning what is heard. According to ár¢mad
Bh¡gavata Mah¡pur¡¸a, it got categorised into four - Îg,
Yajur, S¡ma and Adharva, some time by 6000 years ago. This
knowledge system has been preserved for the prosterity
through oral tradition of 'Samhitas' and Yajµa rituals, to this
date. It was possible to preserve it in its pristine purity through
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six limbs, âad Ved¡ngas namely áikÀa (Phonetics), Niruktam
(Etymology), Vy¡kara¸a (the grammar), Chandas (Prosody),
JyotiÀa (Astronomical sciences) and Kalpa (the code of rituals).
Veda forms the fountain head of all physical and metaphysical
attainments of our cultural heritage. Subsequently were
evolved the knowledge systems of Ëyurveda, Dhanurveda,
Gandharvaveda and Sthapatyaveda identified as the four
Upavedas. The prefix 'Upa' in this case appears to indicate
the special nature of these knowledge systems. They stand
distinct from the Îg, Yajur, S¡ma and Atharva vedas in three
ways: (i) The Îg, Yajus, Sama and Atharva vedas are taken
as divine manifestations 'ApauruÀeya' (not man-made, (ii) They
are word oriented, (V¡´gmaya) to be learned by rote. (iii) They
remain eternally valid beyond time and space. The Upavedas
on the other hand are practice---oriented. Further they are (i)
attributed to have originated from specific seers (ÎÀ¢s), (ii)
are not confined to specific texts and (iii) are evolved
depending on space and time (Desocita and K¡locita) Hence
the four eternal Vedas were given more importance than the
four applied knowledge systems.

Upavedas form the basis of all our technological sciences.
Ëyurveda, the knowledge of longevity finds application in
agricultural practices and health case systems. Dhanurveda, the
knowledge of weapons covers the material science, the tools
and techniques, the utilisation of energy and all such
mechanical sciences. Gandharvaveda, the knowledge of
aesthetics, is the spring board of all fine arts such as music,
dance, painting and sculpture. Sth¡patyaveda the knowledge
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of artefacts for living is the basis of building construction,
settlement planning, infrastructure construction and building of
symbolic structures (Fig. 01).
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2. Scope of Ëyurveda

As a science of longevity and health care system,
Ëyurveda stands supreme among the four Upavedas. The
S£kta on medicinal plants appears in Îgveda, recited by all
Brahmacharis in their Sandhy¡ Vandana since Vedic times.

"Tat ¿am yor¡ v¤n¢mahe, G¡tum yajµaya g¡tum
yajµapataye, Daiv¢swastirastu naÅ, swastirm¡n£ÀebhyaÅ,
£rdhvam j¢g¡tu BheÀajam, áam naÅ Dwipade; áam CatuÀpate"

Fig. 1
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Food is the basic necessity of all living organisms. For
human beings the change from a nomadic life to a settled life
has been made possible through agriculture. Îgveda has
S£ktas (hymns) glorifying water, trees and vegetation, the
cows, and other domestic animals. It praises Indra, the giver
of rains Soma. It praises S£rya as PuÀa the one who helps
to flourish vegetation, Savita, the promoter of seasons, the
A¿wini Devas, the Gods of life, etc. In the Adharvaveda, there
are specific passages regarding the process of preparing the
land, the ploughing operations and spreading the seeds in the
proper season. Both these Vedas also have hymns about
treatment of ailments both physical and mental by adminis-
tration of medicines, rituals and psychological counselling. The
fact that health covers the physical, mental and spiritual realms
has its roots in Ëyurveda.

Pur¡¸as suggest that Ëyurveda had its beginning from
'Dhanwantari', the manifestation of ViÀ¸u, who brought forth
the nectar while churning the milky ocean. The science of
Ëyurveda was documented by Caraka and Su¿ruta in their
Samhitas (compilations). Ëgamic texts also praise Lord áiva
as the Supreme healer (Vaidyan¡tha), who dances with his
foot on Apasm¡ra, the symbol of mental afflictions.
Historically this science of longevity came to be applied for
animals and trees. M¡ta´gal¢l¡ is a text dealing with the
biometrics and treatment of elephants. V¤kÀ¡yurveda was
elaborated by great teachers like S¡r´gadhara.
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3. Dhanurveda and Mechanical Crafts

Dhanurveda is loosely translated as the science of warfare.
'Dhanus', the bow, is a simple machine used to project an arrow
to a distant target. A weapon used by holding in hand is Sastra
and a weapon launched to a target is called Astra. The primary
material for Sastra and Astra has been flake of stone, which
later got evolved to copper, bronze and steel tools. One
versatile weapon of this category is the axe (Para¿u), weapon
of Para¿ur¡ma. The Dhanus of Da¿aratha R¡ma is symbolic
of the higher striking power of missile (astra). The M£rti
á¡stra (Iconography) of Ëgamic times lists innumerable hand
held weapons of deities. Various mechanical devices are
described in pur¡¸as while elaborating battles.

The preparation of tools necessitates refining the metal
from its ores, heating, quenching, beating and annealing,
forging and other mechanical operations. This is an area of
mechanical crafts such as smelting, casting, alloying, metal
working, etc. The supreme examples of the mechanical
technology of India are the forged steel beams incorporated
in the walls of the great Sun Temple at Konark (Odisha) and
the forged iron pillar presently located in the Kuthab Minar
site at Delhi. This iron pillar was originally installed in the
yard of the ViÀ¸u temple at Besnagar at Madhura and it carried
a metallic eagle (Garu·a) on top. In Bhagavad G¢t¡ K¤À¸a
says : Amongst the birds, I am Garu·a". The imagery of
Garu·a is seen in the Syena (Citi) of the Y¡ga¿ala in the
Îgvedic times.
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Another important weapon for warfare of ancient times
has been the mace, which serves as a Sastra as well as an
Astra. The two veterans in the use of the mace in the
Mahabharatha epic are Duryodhana and Bh¢ma. Their teacher
was Balar¡ma of the Y¡dava clan. The traditional livelihood
of Y¡davas has been domestication of cows, but the Balar¡ma
is known as Hal¡yudha, the hero whose weapon is plough
share or Langala. Ploughshare by itself is the important tool
for ground preparation in agricultural operations of levelling
the ground as well as making the furrow for putting the seeds.
This clearly is indicative of shifting of life style from a
nomadic life to settled life rooted in agriculture.

The transformation resulting from the developments in the
tools can be visualised even in the conduct of Vedic Yajµas.
The early Yajµas in the Vedic villages were conducted in a
near level ground on the south east quadrant of the settlement
of the Gotra. However in later times when the Yajµas were
to be conducted, the prelude to the preparation of the ground
for Yajµas¡las included ploughing of the land, three cycles
of agricultural operation each time grazing the cattle on the
field of the cultivation and levelling the ground. This procedure
indicates that ploughing of land was an effective method of
levelling of the ground and terracing of the mounds. The role
of the plough can be seen in creating agricultural land all over
India and for the spread of the Ëryan culture throughout the
land.

The two Seers associated with Dhanurveda are Bh¤gu and
Vi¿w¡mitra. But the Dhanurveda compilations have not been
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located although strong distinct craft traditions exist in all parts
of India. The early tool, for example the axe (Para¿u), shows
three distinct forms in the north-west, the north-east and the
south-west regions of India which are rich in iron ore and
coal. The tools and vessels of Vedic Yajµas however remain
without change of materials or techniques.

4. Gandharvaveda - The Science of Aesthetics

Gandharvaveda covers aesthetics sciences. This finds
application in music, musical instruments, dance, graphic
sciences, and sculpture. Gandharvas are mythological beings
given to aesthetics in all their activities. The patron god of
Gandharvaveda is N¡rada. Its origin is from G¡nam (music)
of S¡maveda. It got elaborated in other areas of aesthetics such
as V¡dyam, the use of musical instruments and N¡tyam
(dance, drama). Bharata's N¡tya¿astra is the basic reference
in this area. Gandharvaveda includes all these disciplines
putting general theories applicable to all these fine arts.

Graphic sciences include sketching and painting (Kolam,
Ra´goli and Citram). Depicting objects in 3 dimensional forms
or in half relief is the domain of sculptures (M£rthi áastr¡s).
They remain as living arts all over India from clay workers
in Kolkotta to metal workers in Tanjavur.

The science of aesthetics has evolved from a settled
secure life pattern of the people with ample leisure and peace.
Typically these conditions were created by agriculture. The
interval between the different agricultural operations provided
the mental state to relax and get engaged in such emotional
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activities. During this time they also got engaged in making
toys and inventing instruments combining the creative impulse
with mechanical crafts. India is a storehouse of all such
creative efforts for researchers to dwelve into. The roots of
this knowledge system is also from the eternal Vedas.
S¡maveda is the starting point of musical sciences. The present
system of octaves followed in Indian music was fully
developed in three stages, from early 3 Swaras of "Re, Sa,
Ni" to "S¡ma Saptaka" of S¡maveda. Citra has its origin from
pre-Vedic times in the cave dwellings of early man. Sculpture
has its roots in shaping the wooden and earthern tools of the
Îgvedic Yajµas. N¡tya with its gestures appear Yajurveda
rituals and Mudra. The content of some of the hymns of
Adharvaveda often described as black magic by modern
scholars, appears more as pschological imageries followed in
folk worship, which continue even today.

5. Sth¡patyaveda

The Upaveda called Sth¡patyaveda is generally taken as
the annexure of Atharvaveda. The genesis of Sth¡patyaveda
however is from assembling the rudimentary shelter and
building the facilities for the Yajµa¿alas of the early Vedic
people. Hence its origin has to be traced from the Îgveda.
The Kalpa the Ved¡nga of Îgveda marks this starting point.
The G¤hyas£tra of Apasthambha talks about the selection of
the ground and the method of construction of the dwellings.
The Boudh¡yana's Sulbas£tra defines the method of
standardising the measuring scale, the layout of Y¡ga¿ala, the
shapes and arrangement of Agniku¸·a, the method of
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construction of Vedis for the Yajµaku¸·as and the ancillary
facilities, the vessels and tools for the Yajµa and the wheel
barrow for transporting the Soma plant. These two works
provide the basis of physical creation of artefacts for living.
JyotiÀa, another Ved¡´ga of Îgveda decides the directions of
the á¡la (Dikparichheda) and the season (Îtu) and time
(Muh£rta) for the starting of construction and entry to the á¡la.

Sth¡patyaveda has evolved from this Vedic construction
to an elaborate science of functional construction (Prayojaka
Vastu) such as residences and palaces and symbolic
constructions (Pr¡s¡da V¡stu) such as temples and public
buildings of later times. Also from the simple Vedic habitat
were evolved villages (Gr¡ma) and towns (Nagara) of different
sizes and types. These subjects are together called V¡stu and
hence Sth¡patyaveda is popularly known as V¡stuvidya. This
however is a misnomer because there are other creative
artefacts, not directly connected with the place of dwelling
(Vasa).

In a settled life, the extent of settlement is primarily
limited by the extent of its hinterland region. Once the
population of the settlement exceeds the threshold of holding
capacity, people have to migrate to farther regions and form
new settlements. A facility required for this process is the road
construction. A road suitable for the travel by a cart is known
as Rathya. It links all settlements in a network system of
villages and towns (Janapada Vy£ham). This transportation
system is the key facility for peopling a land. This
transportation network may be on land and water in ancient
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times. Similar is the case with infrastructure for water resource
development such as dams, irrigation canals, ports and
harbours, wells and tanks. A well can be dug in any
configuration starting from a simple water hole to deep well
or stepped well. The technique of digging well is also the basis
of tunneling described in epics like Mah¡bh¡rata. All these
constructions fall within the scope of Sth¡pathyaveda.

The above mentioned constructions related to the fields
of architecture and engineering are all structures wedded to
land (Sthira). There are also artefacts which are movable
(Cara) such as structures for temporary stay as needed on
special religious occasions such as 'Kumbhamelas'. There is
also need for establishing temporary camps for military
purposes (áibiram) with parade ground, quarters for the
officers and soldiers, sheds for horses and elephants, areas for
craftsmen, etc. Temporary camps for workers of major
constructions such as temple complexes, forts, tunnels, etc. are
also movable artefacts. These temporary buildings are valid
even today and they require technologies different from those
of constructing permanent artefacts.

Another type of movable artefacts are (i) vehicles required
for travel on land and water (Y¡nam) and (ii) seats, couches,
cradles and such other furniture (áaya¸am) for relaxation
purposes. The Vehicles for land use include palaquin like
facilities carried by people and vehicles drawn by animals such
as carts and chariots. Of these chariots took gigantic
proportions for the use of Gods as in temple processions. The
bullock carts and horse carts are still used in India to carry

16



passengers and goods in many rural areas. The means of water
transport (Jalay¡nam) including rafts, boats and ships were
more extensively used all over India since Vedic times. India
has been the leading country in ship building until steamers
become popular by 17th century.

6. The áilpi Tradition

The varied constructions starting from a simple toy to
magnificent chariots, a simple shed to astounding temples, a
simple path to magnificent port cities require the services of
artisans. Today we classify the technical workers as craftsmen
and those who do decorative works as artists. Ancient system
of classification is to call all such artisans as áilpin, meaning
the creator. The word áilpin appears first in the Îgveda. There
are hymns such as 'the seers composed poems as the áilpins
crafted the chariots'. K¡vyam the mental creation was
compared to áilpam, the physical creation. The best of the
poetry was called K¡vya áilpam and the best of the Silpa was
described as áilpa K¡vyam.

The áilpins were categorised into four heirarchies -
TakÀaka, Vardhaki, S£tragrahi and Sthapati. ThakÀaka
(Thachan) literally means one who shapes smaller elements
from the gross material from the root. 'Taks' meaning to
reduce. At the next level is the Vardhaki (Perunthachan) from
the root 'V¤dh' meaning to increase, the assembler of the
elements. S£tragrahi or S£tradh¡ra is the supervisor over
seeing the fit, alignment and rigidity of the structure. Literally
he holds the thread for checking the alignment, level and
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plumb. Sthapati is the master builder, the one who takes the
responsibility of shaping, assembling, supervising and estab-
lishing the structure in its final configuration as per his creative
design. Sthapati is described as Sarva¿¡stra Vi¿¡rada.

7. Textual Traditions of Sth¡patyaveda

The word Sth¡pathyaveda has evolved from the
knowledge systems of Sthapati, the master builder. This covers
the three levels of (i) á¡stra (the prescriptions), (ii) the
Siddh¡ntha (the theory) and (iii) the Dar¿ana (the concept).
Similar to the Vedic Yajµa, Sth¡patya, the creation shall be
carried out under the direction of a preceptor Ëc¡rya.
According to Matsyapur¡¸a, there are eighteen such preceptors
- Bh¤gu, Atri, Va¿iÀ¶a, Vi¿wakarma, M¡ya, N¡rada, Nagnajit,
Vi¿¡lakÀa, Purandara, Brahma, Kum¡ra, Nand¢swara, Saunaka,
Garga, V¡sudeva, Anirudha, áukra and B¤haspati. Perhaps
they are the preceptors of eighteen schools of Sth¡pathyaveda
existing at the time of compilation of Matsyapur¡¸a, in the
early centuries of the CE. This list includes the Godheads,
the Asuras, Saints of Buddhism, Jainism and leaders of
Ëgamic thoughts. By sixth century of CE much of these
compilations have been lost. Var¡hamihira refers only to the
names of few of them in his lexicon B¤hatsamhita in the
chapters related to Sthapathyaveda. As on today there are only
a few Sanskrit texts dealing with this knowledge system at
a Pan-Indian scale as surveyed by P.K. Acharya. The Pan
Indian texts include Mayamata and M¡nas¡ra. Samar¡´ga¸a
S£tradh¡ra defines this knowledge system as AÀtanga
Sth¡patya (Fig. 02).
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8. Conclusion

Research in technological sciences offers vast area of
interaction between Sanskritologists and Technologists to
explore in this heritage and draw inspiration for modern times.
This is true for Ëyurveda, Dhanurveda, G¡ndharvaveda and
Sth¡patyaveda. Atharvaveda which is known to have 9
recensions is the fountainhead of all these technological
sciences. This research however has to be with close
interaction with the practices in these four broad areas. There
has to be a multidisciplinary approach at horizontal and vertical
levels of operation in this research, integrating á¡stra and
Prayoga.

Fig. 2
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Advaita Ved¡nta and Marathi
Saints

Prof. Gauri Mahulikar

Introduction

Revisiting Ved¡nta and researching its principles and
fundamentals has become the need of this hour.  Especially
when our values are declining, fraternity is replaced by
inhumanity, rediscovering the wisdom of our ancient seers,
finding its reflection in the works of the later thinkers and
trying to co-relate their teachings to modern days would be
just befitting.

The Advaita Ved¡nta emerging from the UpaniÀadic
teachings, compiled by B¡dar¡ya¸a, propagated by
Gaudap¡d¡c¡rya and systematized by Ëdi áa´kar¡c¡rya found
its preachers in all the regional languages of India.  This paper
aims to focus on the Marathi Saints, hailing from different
professions and diverse social hierarchy, devotees of
P¡ndura´ga/Vi¶hob¡.  For a clear handling, the topic is divided
into two broad aspects. 1) The theoretical speculative and
conceptual aspect and 2) the practical, behavioural and ethical
aspect.
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The Conceptual aspect

The word 'advaita' first presupposes dvaita dualism, and
then negates it.  The apparent multiplicity of the world and
the duality between the embodied soul and the highest soul,
get refuted while conceptually thinking about the ontology.
The philosophical truth and the phenomenological experience
don't have any common factor; on the contrary they are poles
apart, diametrically opposite to each other. The Ultimate
Reality is absolutely true, whereas the empirical reality is
relatively true.  Ëc¡rya capsuled this in a couplet,

∂±……‰EÚ…v…Êx… |…¥…I™…… ®… ™…n÷̆H∆Ú O…xl…EÚ…‰ ]ı ¶…˙&*
•…¿ ∫…i™…∆ V…M…Œx®…l™…… V…“¥……‰ •…¿Ë¥… x……{…Æ˙&**1

Saint Jµ¡ne¿vara, who laid the foundation of saintly
literature in Marathi, was a hard-core Advaitin.  He says,

uË˘i…n˘∂…‰S…‰ +…∆M…h… +uË˘i… §……‰±…M…‰ +…{…h… ¶…‰n˘ i…¥… i…¥… n÷̆h… +¶…‰n˘…∫…”*2

More diversity you see, the non-duality increases.  He
gives examples to prove that in the midst of duality shines
oneness.  Water sports with itself through waves and ripples,
the essence remaining the same.  Fire plays with various
flames, the heat does not vary. Sun shines through innumerable
rays but remains as the only source of energy. Lotus blooms
with hundreds of petals, yet is known by the lone name 'lotus'.
Thousands of words are ultimately called as speech.  In the
same way, o˘∂™…, o˘π]ı… and n˘∂…«x…,  j…{…÷]ı“ merges in one! The
Ultimate Reality itself becomes the knowledge, knower and
knowable.

3
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The abstract, incorporeal, attribute-less Brahman of the
Uttara-mim¡ms¡ becomes concrete, corporeal Brahman with
attributes in the Marathi saintly literature. It is seen in the idol
of Vitthal at Pandharpur; near Solapur in Maharashtra.  N¡madeva
says, the Vedas, 6 Ved¡ngas, 18 Pur¡¸as have proclaimed
Brahman as indescribable; but Pundalika has devoutly estab-
lished it on crossroads in the form of Pandhari.

4

Tuk¡r¡ma, regarded as the pinnacle of the ¶……M…¥…i…
samprad¡ya, is known for his unsophisticated rustic and rural
Marathi language.  He did his profession very dispassionately.
In his popular abhanga-s various Philosophical truths and
concepts are revealed very easily.

For example; Ka¶ha-Up (2-20) declares that the Highest
Principle is subtler than the subtlest and greater than the
greatest.  This is echoed in a famous abhanga.  +h…÷Æ˙h…“™……∆
l……‰EÚb˜…, i…÷EÚ… +…EÚ…∂…… B¥…f¯…*5 i…÷EÚ… ®Ω˛h…‰ §…Ω÷˛ ®……‰`‰ˆ +h…÷Æ˙ h…™……∆ v……E÷Ú]‰ı
Æ˙VV…÷∫…{…«EÚ…Æ˙ ¶……∫…™…‰±…Â V…M…b∆̃§…Æ*6 is the simplified form of the
famous Æ˙VV…÷∫…{…«o˘π]ı…xi…, the foundation of M¡y¡v¡da.

The immediate perception or +…i®…∫……I……iEÚ…Æ˙ is described
by Tuk¡r¡ma as "I saw a divine lustre within me.  It was
enlightenment! My body and Mind took shelter at thy feet.
My body disappeared and I became empty just like camphor
in the lamp."

7

Sant Ekan¡tha also had such Ëtmabodha, in the form of
Datt¡treya, son of Atri and Anusuy¡.  Eknath is known for
his allegorical expressions.  His experience of n˘k… n‰̆ J…±…… b˜…‰≥˝…
+…i®…o˘π]ı“, n˘k… ∫…§……¡ +∆i…Æ˙“ n˘k……j…‰™… S…Æ˙…S…Æ˙“*
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The well-known praise of Datt¡treya by Ekan¡tha states
the oneness very clearly c.f.

n˘k… n˘k… B‰∫…‰ ±……M…±…‰ v™……x… Ω˛…Æ˙{…±…‰ ®…x… Z……±…‰ =x®…x…*
®…“ i…⁄{… {…h……S…“ Z……±…“ §……‰±…¥…h… BEÚ… V…x……n«̆x…“ ∏…“n˘k…v™……x…**8

This is that Awed which appears as impossible as the
mixture of 'I' and 'You' or light and darkness, as is evident
from the +…v™……∫…¶……π™… of Adi áankar¡c¡rya.  His divine bliss
thereafter is metaphorically explained by tradition.  It says,
tri in the name Atri stands for three gu¸as, sattva, rajas and
tamas.  'A' being a negative particle, denies Trigu¸atva and
affirms a state beyond this, i.e. Nistraigu¸ya.  Anas£y¡ is
absence of malice and jealousy; i.e. crystal-clear, transparent
mind.  The offspring of Atri and Anas£y¡ thus stands for
Advaita.

9

Capturing and grasping the Parabrahman in sagu¸a form
is evident in the post-áankara theistic Philosophers, Sri
R¡m¡nuj¡c¡rya, influenced by the P¡ncar¡tra Ëgamas and
inspired by the Tamil Saint Poets Alwars, saw {…Æ˙•…¿ in the
form of x……Æ˙…™…h…, Madhv¡c¡rya too as Visnu V¡sudeva, while
Vallabh¡c¡rya in the form of ár¢ K¤À¸a. Maharashtra
witnessed a renaissance in the philosophical and religious
realm and chose rustic, unsophisticated and unglamorous form
of Vitthala to glorify Brahma.  This was sop¡nam¡rga which
was followed by high caste saints like Jµ¡ne¿vara, R¡mad¡sa,
Ekan¡tha, a trader like Tuk¡r¡ma, tailor like N¡madeva,
gardener like S¡vat¡, Chokh¡ a down-trodden, Sen¡ --- a
barber, Jan¡b¡i, a house-maid, Sakhub¡i, a house-wife and
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K¡nhop¡tr¡ a courtesan.  All these had their own original
compositions.  Words and expression varied; but the passion
and devotion very genuine!

Sen¡, the barber expressed that he cut the nails of desire
and anger with the knife of discrimination ( ¥…¥…‰EÚ) helped by
water in the form of peace (∂……Œxi…).  Cokh¡, the down-trodden
appealed that though he belonged to a lower caste, his feeling
was not lowly.  The examples he endorsed are from practical
life.  Sugarcane looks crooked, but the juice is not so, river
flows in wavy course, yet the water is not so.  An illiterate
devotee of Vitthala could distinguish between the outward,
extrovert world and the inner world of equanimity and
tranquillity.

10

Tuk¡r¡ma elucidates ∫…®…÷p˘i…Æ˙R°ÛM…x™……™… in a simple couplet;
waves rising in the ocean are not separate, but are of the nature
of water; similarly, the embodied self is of the nature of the
Reality

=n˘EÚ…¥…Æ˙“±… i…Æ∆˙M… i…Æ∆˙M… =n˘EÚ…S…‰ +∆M…
i…÷EÚ… ®Ω˛h…‰  §…®§…SUÙ…™…… `ˆ…™…“ {……¥…±…“  ¥…±…™……

While R¡mad¡sa denies duality after enlightenment

™…‰EÚ ®…÷J™… {…Æ˙®…‰∑…Ø˚ n⁄˘∫…Æ˙“ |…EfiÚ i… V…M…n˘…EÚ…Ø˚  i…∫…Æ˙… +…{…h……
EËÚS…… S……‰Ø˚ +… h…±…… ®…v™…‰

N¡mdeva simplifies P…]ı…EÚ…∂…x™……™… as x……®…… ®Ω˛h…‰ V…Ë∫…‰ ∫…¥…» P…Æ˙“
+…EÚ…∂… E‰Ú∂…¥… {…Æ˙®…Ω∆˛∫… i…Ë∫…… V……h….11

His maid, Janabai also declares,
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"∫……‰%Ω∆̨¶……¥……S…… ®……Æ˙… E‰Ú±……, V…“¥… EÚ…E÷Ú±…i…“ +…±……'12

The oneness preached by the Upanisads and propagated
by the Ved¡ntas£tras, seem to have been a very familiar
concept to all these saints.

Ekanatha has described the marriage ceremony of K¤À¸a
with Rukmini in a short poem called Haladuli (Ω˛≥˝n÷̆±…“), where
he says that the difference and duality between the two merged,
disappeared the knots of Ego (+Ω∆̨¶……¥…) loosened and both
became one unified entity.

13

Let us now turn to the second aspect,

2) The Practical and Ethical aspect:

Jµ¡ne¿vara, pioneer of ¶… HÚ®……M…« in Maharashtra is
considered as role model for later devotees. Niti (good
conduct) Mati (intelligence/deliberation).  Bhakti (devotion)
and áakti (potential) are four pillars of ideal life style.  His
{…∫……™…n˘…x…, prayer for Universal Peace and welfare, is a good
illustration of the harmonious blending of empirical and
transcendental goods and strong foundation of social ethics.

14

He tried to uplift the downtrodden and ladies, who suffered
degradation due to the narrow--minded ritualises and so called
guardians of Vedic religion.  He joined all the neglected units
of society by the thread of devotion.

®Ω˛h……‰ x… E÷Ú≥˝ V…… i… ¥…h…« Ω‰̨ +…t¥…Â S… M…… +EÚ…Æ˙h…*15

Bhagavad G¢t¡ (Bh.G) teaches that wise men have
equality in their hearts and treat a dog and a low-caste man
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alike.
16

 Saint Ekan¡tha practised this in his life. Two incidents
in his biography are eloquent enough; once he fed the entire
meals prepared for ∏……r˘ to low born people and emptied the
holy water of Ganga in the mouth of a thirsty donkey.  He
didn't think twice about the after effects of his behaviour.

It is worth noting that many of the Maharashtrian saints
were householders.  Renunciation was not felt necessary by
them to acquire pure knowledge.  In fact |…{…\S… and {…Æ˙®……l…«
appear to be the key words in the compositions of saints
Tuk¡r¡ma, N¡mdeva, and Ekanatha.  Balancing both and
leading towards Y……x……‰k…Æ˙¶… HÚ by their practical behaviour
became an ideal life-style for their thousands of followers.

V……‰b˜…‰ x…™…… v…x… =k…®… ¥™…¥…Ω˛…Æ‰̇* =n˘…∫…  ¥…S……Æ‰̇ ¥…‰S… EÚÆ˙“**
=k…®…S…“ M…i…“ i……‰ BEÚ {……¥…‰±…* =k…®… ¶……‰M…“±… V…“¥… J……h…“**
{…Æ˙ ={…EÚ…Æ˙“ x…‰h…Â {…Æ˙x…”n˘…* {…Æ˙∫j…“™…… ∫…n˘… §… Ω˛h…“ ®……™……**
¶…⁄i…n˘™…… M……<« {…∂…⁄∆S…‰ {……±…x…* i……xΩ‰˛±™…… V…“¥…x… ¥…x……®……V…“**
∂……∆ i…∞¸{…‰ x…¥Ω‰̨ EÚ…‰h……S…… ¥……<«]ı* ¥……f¯¥…“ ®…Ω˛k¥… ¥… b˜±……∆S…‰**
i…÷EÚ… ®Ω˛h…‰ Ω‰̨ S… +…∏…®……S…‰ °Ú±…* {…Æ∆̇ {…n˘ §…≥˝ ¥…ËÆ˙…M™……S…‰**17

An ordinary trader, a professional from a small village
like Dehu attained extraordinary status by his lawful moral
behaviour.  He admits that he studied the Dar¿anas, examined
Puranas followed the teaching of his predecessors in all faith.

18

and concluded that one should abandon passion, clinging to
carnal pleasures, should imbibe detachment and inculcate
contentment.  Then alone he can obtain his desired goal.   This
is nothing but an echo of:
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i…‰π……®…∫……Ë  ¥…Æ˙V……‰ •…¿±……‰EÚ…‰ x… ™…‰π…÷  V…¿®…x…fii…∆ x… ®……™…… S…‰ i….
(|…∂x……‰{… x…π…n˘ 1.15) or what sage AÀ¶¡vakra preached,

®…÷ HÚ ®…SUÙ ∫… S…‰i……i…  ¥…π…™……x…  ¥…π…¥…k™…V…‰: I…®……V…«¥…n˘™……∂……ËS…∆ ∫…i™…∆
{…“™…⁄π…¥…Œi{…§…‰:

For R¡mad¡sa, ethics is an inevitable part of philosophy.
He believed that healthy body alone can nurture healthy mind.
He therefore, stressed on body--building.  UpaniÀadic saying
x……™…®……i®…… §…±…Ω˛“x…‰x… ±…¶™…& finds an echo in this.  R¡mad¡sa didn't
preach theoretical philosophy but practical patriotism, strong
spirit of self-respect and an over all social upliftment.  He
can be called a workaholic saint, a motivator and inspirer.

EÚπ]Âı ¥…h…… °Ú≥˝ x……Ω˛” EÚπ]Âı ¥…h… Æ˙…V™… x……Ω˛“ E‰Ú±™…… ¥…h… Ω˛…‰i… x…… Ω˛
∫……v™… V…x…“ (D¡sabodha 18.7.3)

He expected active participation and ceaseless efforts
from people to build a better society.  Famous definition of
merit and demerit by Vedavy¡sa, {…Æ˙…‰{…EÚ…Æ˙& {…÷h™……™… {……{……™…
{…Æ˙{…“b˜x…®… is reflected in what R¡mad¡sa preaches as ∂…Æ˙“Æ˙
{…Æ˙…‰{…EÚ…Æ˙“ ±……¥……¥…Â §…Ω÷̨i……∆S™…… EÚ…™……«∫… ™……¥…‰ || (D¡sabodha 12.10.5).
His association with Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj has given a
different dimension to him, that of a political guru!  In this
form he advised tit for tat to Shivaji, in very clear words.

"v…]ı…∫…“ +…h……¥…… v…]ı =vn˘˘]ı…∫…“ =vn˘]ı J…]ıx…]ı…∫…“ J…]ıx…]ı +M…i™…
EÚÆ˙“*

His saying "®…Æ˙…`ˆ…  i…i…÷EÚ… ®…‰≥˝¥……¥…… ®…Ω˛…Æ˙…π]≈ıv…®…« ¥……f¯¥……¥……' is
seen being used by some political parties even today; but what
is important is denial of passive submissiveness or meekness
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and a spirit to fight out.  After the terrorists attack on Mumbai
on 26/11/2008, this spirit has become more noteworthy!

His another contribution is his indiscriminative approach
to females.  When some of his predecessors condemned
women as hindrance on the path of spirituality, he advocated
their importance.  He says, ¥…“]ı x……Ω˛“ E∆Ú]ı…≥˝… x……Ω˛“ +…±…∫™… x……Ω˛“
j……∫… x……Ω˛“ <i…÷EÚ“ ®……™…… EÚ…‰ ‰̀ˆ S… x……Ω˛“ ®……i…‰¥…‰M…≥˝“ (Dasabodha 17.2.27)
He didn't just  preach this, but practised also.  He was the
first to appoint women as in-charge of the Mathas he
established.  Akkabai managed his matha at Caphal for nearly
40 years.  Venabai was designated as Mahanta.  Some of these
ladies were widows and neglected by the society.  It is evident
that R¡mad¡sa didn't teach the dry fundamentals or tenets but
himself followed all those.  This should be an eye-opener to
modern society.  Especially when in spite of the women's
liberation movement, women are harassed, abused and ill-
treated.  When we read history or biographies of social
revolutionaries, yes, some of the saints like Ekan¡tha and
R¡mad¡sa can be called so, we should try to relate their
teachings to modern days and start following their footsteps.

Revisiting Ved¡nta is not just to recapitulate the noble
old principles and bring out its theoretical relevance, but to
follow and practise it.  It is hard to think of a world, free
from fear, malice, hatred and jealously, but it is possible to
mould our inner world in that manner.  I would like to quote
Robin Sharma, the author of the Saint the Surfer and the CEO,
"There is a place inside every single of us that knows all the
answers to our biggest questions.  Most of us have simply
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lost the connection to this natural source of pure wisdom, our
inner voice, because too much noise and clutter dominate our
days" (p.4) Trying to set aside our major adversary; the ego,
I-ness, and My-ness is the real solution to re-establish this
lost connect as a line from N¡madeva's abhanga reads.

+Ω∆̨EÚ…Æ˙…S…… ¥……Æ˙… x… ±……M……‰ Æ˙…V…∫…… ®……Z™……  ¥…πh…÷n˘…∫…… ¶…… ¥…EÚ…∆∫…“*
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Endowments in Favour of áaiva
Ëc¡ryas of V¡r¡¸as¢ and Bihar by
Some Buddhist Kings of the P¡la

Dynasty: A Study of Some Copper
Plate Inscriptions

Dr. Birendra Nath Prasad

Introduction

A significant section of available scholarship on the theme
of the social history of religion in Bihar and Bengal during
the P¡la period (circa 750-1200 AD) argues that Buddhism
was the most popular religion in the area during this period,
and rulers of this dynasty generally patronised Buddhism only.

1

This line of argument seems to have been built by relying
primarily on the Buddhist textual sources. If archaeological/
epigraphical sources are used, a different kind of picture may
emerge. In the present research article, an attempt has been
made to understand some aspects of the social history of áaiva
Ëc¡ryas in Bihar during the P¡la period as reflected in some
royal copper plate inscriptions.



Some limitations of this research article must be put on
record at the very outset. Only two copper plate inscriptions
record endowments in favour of áaiva Ma¶has of V¡r¡¸as¢
and Bihar during the P¡la period: the Lucknow Museum
copper plate inscription of the P¡la king Surap¡la I (reigned:
c.865-75 AD) and the Bhagalpur copper plate inscription of
the P¡la king N¡r¡ya¸ap¡la (reigned: c. 875---932 AD).

2

 Both
inscriptions are datable to the 9

th

 century. Much of the texts
of these two copper plate inscriptions are concerned with
specifying the administrative management of the villages
granted to the congregation of  áaiva Ëc¡ryas. These copper
plate inscriptions do not provide much information regarding
the administrative structure, the number of monastics residing
therein, etc., of the Ma¶has where the áaiva Ëc¡ryas lived.
These limitations notwithstanding, they provide some interest-
ing information regarding the social history of áaiva Ma¶has,
which shall be explored in the present research article.

The Lucknow Museum copper plate inscription of
Surap¡la I

This copper plate inscription was discovered accidentally
in a field in the district Mirzapur, Uttar Pradesh, from where
it was shifted to the Lucknow Museum.

3

 This copper plate
inscription records endowments of some villages in favour of
a temple dedicated to áiva and a áaiva-  Ëc¡rya-ParÀada,
which seems to have been in charge of this temple. These
endowments were made by the ruling P¡la king Surap¡la I,
but the request for donation actually came from the mother
of the ruling king. The king, who claimed to be a
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paramasaugata (i.e. a great devotee of the Buddha), issued this
proclamation from his jayaskandhav¡ra ('victory camp') at
Mudgagiri.

4 

 Mudgagiri is identifiable with modern Munger
in Bihar.

This inscription begins with a praise of the Buddha, which
is followed by a praise of the ancestors of Surap¡la I. In the
context of King Devap¡la, who was the father of Surap¡la
I, this copper plate inscription proudly records that Devap¡la
conquered Nepal and his fame spread to all directions. We
are also informed that the king of Suvar¸adv¢pa bowed to
Devap¡la.

5

 We are also told that Devap¡la caused to construct
an ¡yatana (i.e. temple) of gold (i.e., covered with gold plating)
for the Jina (i.e. the Buddha).

6

  This inscription, however, does
not record the name of the place where this temple was located.
Surap¡la, like his ancestor Devap¡la was a devout
paramasaugata, and the act of construction of the ¡yatana
dedicated to the Buddha by Devap¡la was a matter of such
a great pride for Surap¡la I that this act was mentioned along
with the most important achievements of Devap¡la: his victory
over Nepal, and his relationship with the king of distant
Suvar¸adv¢pa in Indonesia.

7

In the lines 57-60 of this inscription, we are informed
that the king Surap¡la I received a request from his mother
Mah¡d®v¢ M¡ha¶¡d®v¢ through a messenger that two villages
--- A´g¡ragarttik¡gr¡ma and V¡santik¡ --- should be granted
by means of a royal charter in favour of the god M¡ha¶®¿vara
installed by Mah¡d®v¢ M¡ha¶¡d®v¢ at V¡r¡¸as¢, for the
purpose of increasing her religious merit and fame, and also
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for facilitating p£j¡ and sattra.
8  

It is apparent that the mother
of this Buddhist king constructed a temple at V¡r¡¸as¢, and
the deity enshrined in this temple was named after the founder
of the temple (i.e. M¡ha¶®¿vara, named after M¡ha¶¡d®v¢).
That the enshrined deity in the temple caused to be built by
Mah¡d®v¢ M¡ha¶¡d®v¢ was áiva is indicated by the use of
the suffix ¢¿vara for the deity. It has been noted elsewhere
that in the inscriptions of Bihar and Bengal, the names of the
áaivite deities generally ended with the title ¢¿vara, and those
of VaiÀ¸avite deities ended with sv¡min.

9

That the temple referred to in the Lucknow Museum
inscription was of áiva becomes amply clear in   line number
59 of the inscription, which informs us of the request of
M¡ha¶¡d®v¢ to grant the villages of  Kulaputraka---gr¡ma and
Navallika- gr¡ma in favour of ParÀada (association) of áaiva
Ëc¡ryas, who were probably in charge of the temple of
M¡ha¶®¿vara.

10

 These donations were to be made in perpetuity,
which the king donated by means of this copper plate charter.

Where were these gift villages located?
A´g¡ragarttik¡gr¡ma was in the Krau´chadh¡naka viÀaya of
ár¢nagara---bhukti.

11

 In the P¡la period, P¡maliputra was
known as ár¢nagara, so A´g¡ragarttik¡gr¡ma was somewhere
in south Bihar. V¡santi-gr¡ma (called V¡santik¡ in line 58)
was in the Devar¡Àtra-viÀaya, which was apparently in
Sr¢nagara --- bhukti.

12 

Kulaputraka --- gr¡ma (called Kulaputra
in line 59) was evidently in the same viÀaya and bhukti (i.e.,
Devar¡Àtra-viÀaya, ár¢nagara --- bhukti). Interestingly, Navallika-
gr¡ma was located in the KalmaÀan¡¿ap¡ra ---viÀaya.

13  

D.C.
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Sircar has convincingly shown that the 'KalmaÀan¡¿a' of this
inscription is identical to the Karman¡¿¡ river: a river that
now forms the boundary between Uttar Pradesh and south
Bihar.

14 

KalmaÀan¡¿ap¡ra ---viÀaya referred to the P¡la territory
lying to the west of the Karman¡¿¡ river in eastern Uttar
Pradesh.

15

 It is apparent that the temple of áiva caused to be
built by M¡ha¶¡d®v¢ received the grant of those villages that
were located in the ár¢nagara ---bhukti in south Bihar, but the
áaiva ---Ëc¡rya- ParÀada received the grant of villages in both
south Bihar and eastern Uttar Pradesh.

One inference stands out: even when the áaiva---Ëc¡rya-
ParÀada was attached to the M¡ha¶®¿vara temple, it did not
have any claim over the two villages granted to the temple.
The temple and the áaiva---Ëc¡rya-ParÀada received land
grants separately, and different set of villages were granted
to them. The donor wanted to ensure that the villages granted
to the temple remained under the administrative control of the
managing authorities of the temple.

The Bhagalpur copper plate inscription of N¡r¡ya¸ap¡la

Another example of patronage to a áaiva establishment
(temple and attached ma¶ha of áaiva Ëc¡ryas) by the ruling
P¡la king during the 9

th

 century is indicated in the Bhagalpur
copper plate inscription of the P¡la king N¡r¡ya¸ap¡la.

16  

This
copper plate charter was issued in the 17

th

 regnal year of the
said king, from his jayaskandhav¡ra of Mudgagiri (i.e., modern
Munger). Compared to the Lucknow Museum copper plate
inscription referred to above, we see a slightly different pattern
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in the Bhagalpur copper plate inscription of the P¡la king
N¡r¡ya¸ap¡la.

This inscription records that for the religious merit of his
parents and his humble self, the king himself caused to be
constructed (svayamak¡rita)  a SahÀra-Ëyatana temple of áiva
Bha¶¶¡raka at the place called Kala¿apota.

17

 A P¡¿upata-
Ëcarya- ParÀada was attached to this temple.

18

 The king, on
his own initiative, granted the village of Makutik¡ in the KakÀa
viÀaya of T¢rabhukti in favour of the god áiva-Bha¶¶¡raka
installed in the SahÀra-Ëyatana temple as well as in favour
of the P¡¿upata-Ëcarya- ParÀada attached to this temple.

19

As
indicated by the very term 'SahÀra-Ëyatana', the temple caused
to be constructed by N¡r¡ya¸ap¡la was a big temple, big
enough to do justice to his kingly grandeur.

20

 The king did
not renounce his claim to be a paramasaugata, but this land
grant was made in the name of áiva. This pattern is
fundamentally different from all previous copper plate charters
issued by different P¡la rulers in which even if the donee was
a Br¡hma¸a or a Hindu temple, such charters were issued in
the name of the Buddha. One may not be fully sure if this
new development was the result of the influence of
N¡r¡ya¸ap¡la's Br¡hma¸a advisor, Bha¶¶a Guruva, who
served as d£taka in this inscription. As known from a
Garu·astambha inscription that was discovered from the place
called Badal in the Dinajpur district of Bangladesh, three
previous generations of Bha¶¶a Guruva's family held
significant administrative positions in the P¡la state since the
time of the P¡la king Dharmap¡la (reigned: c. 775-812 AD).

21
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As the gift village was situated in the KakÀa viÀaya of
T¢rabhukti, it may be inferred that the SahÀra-¡yatana temple
and the P¡¿upata ma¶ha was located in T¢rabhukti in north
Bihar. It is apparent that the same gift village was shared
between the deity enshrined in the temple and the P¡¿upata-
Ëcarya-ParÀada attached to the temple.

22 

the respective shares
of the deity and the P¡¿upata-Ëcarya- ParÀada were not
separately earmarked. That indicates that the P¡¿upata-Ëcarya-
ParÀada exercised greater control over the management of the
temple than what we see in the case of the áaiva- Ëc¡rya-
ParÀada attached to the M¡ha¶®¿vara temple caused to be built
by M¡ha¶¡d®v¢ at V¡r¡¸as¢.

Some concluding observations

The lavish patronage of áiva temples and áaiva Ëc¡ryas
by P¡la rulers in the 9

th

 century AD demands some
explanation. Why did they patronise áiva temples and áaiva
Ëc¡ryas? In the case of the Lucknow Museum copper plate
inscription, in which we see the patronage of a áiva temple
and a áaiva---Ëc¡rya-ParÀada in the V¡r¡¸as¢ area by Surap¡la
I, one may look into the local context of the area. V¡r¡¸as¢
was one of the most sacred centres of áaivism. Besides, as
some studies indicate, Buddhism was virtually absent in the
area spanning from the west of the Sone river to the east of
the Karman¡¿¡ river in south Bihar.

23

 The áiva temple and
the áaiva---Ëc¡rya-Parcada received land grants in this area.
Patronising the áiva temple and the áaiva---Ëc¡rya-ParÀada in
this area by a Buddhist king could have been influenced by
this reality.

24

 Besides, in many parts of India, there is a long-
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recorded tradition of mothers/queens of Buddhist kings
making donations in favour of áaiva or VaiÀ¸ava institutions.

In the context of the Bhagalpur inscription of
N¡r¡ya¸ap¡la, we may argue along a similar line. áaivism
had a diffused presence in north Bihar during  the P¡la
period.

25

 In this kind of situation, even a Buddhist king had
to show reverence for the strong religious tradition of the area.
In this aspect too, neither Surap¡la I nor N¡r¡ya¸ap¡la appear
to be exceptional cases in the evolution of P¡la dynastic policy
towards áaivism. As  noted in some recent reconstructions of
the archaeology of religion in the P¡la period Bihar and
Bengal, áaivism had a great spatial expansion throughout Bihar
and Bengal, which was propelled mostly by non-aristocratic
patronage.

26

 The Buddhist kings of the P¡la dynasty could not
have ignored this development in their territory. While
retaining their pride of being paramasaugatas, they frequently
granted land to Br¡hma¸as, and Br¡hma¸as held important
positions in P¡la administration. To retain the goodwill of their
subject population, many P¡la rulers patronised áaivism in a
variety of ways: building temples dedicated to áiva or his
consort, appointing some áaiva Ëc¡ryas as their R¡jaguru,
building ma¶has for áaiva ascetics, etc. Such instances are
epigraphically recorded in the P¡la period inscriptions from
the 9

th

 century to the 12
th

 century AD.
27
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The Constitutive Ethics and
Emergent Crises in Gurudharma

Dr. N. Usha Devi

Ajµ¡natimir¡ndhasya jµ¡n¡µjana¿al¡kay¡
CakÀurunm¢litam yena tasmai ¿r¢gurave namaÅ

'Knowledge' to be knowledge and as it claims to be so,
should have an utter conviction that has its true direction and
purpose. The goal of 'knowledge' is to provide the best possible
answers to the human and humane concerns that vest with
the quest of man on his fields of interest. This necessitates
the development of the widest range of capacities that are
entrenched in the inner being. To understand the broadest
implications of 'knowledge' it has the necessary requirement
of getting into the truth of matters that involves the privileged
premise of knowing, valuing and judging. To realise the realm
of knowledge the two aspects of introspection - 'What is this
knowledge' and 'What is it about' deserves attention as it
reveals the entire notion on knowledge. To reflect upon this
knowledge 'What is it about', there are two dimensions- the
physical and the philosophical. The former is concerned with
what is directly visualized and the latter involves a deeper



invigorative attempt turning to the inside of one's own being.
This latter one reveals a situation that undermines the
commonly understood domain of knowledge and hence it does
not recognize knowledge on any direct visualization. Those
apprehensive of the physical universe feel reluctance to accept
the need and necessity of the perspective related with that
invigorative knowledge, though they cannot deny it com-
pletely. However, the visual knowledge creates problems of
its own as it can occur within the process of 'limitation' in
adjuncts like space and time and without these that knowledge
is 'invisible'.

Thee deceptiveness of the visualized knowledge or the
knowledge obtained from sensual experience becomes evident
when its internal structure is analysed. To deal with the idea
of 'knowledge' of object in front it is obvious that it is true
as far as it is not inquired in its true form. Even though an
object is visualized as of the true form, its deceptive nature
will be distinguished with the finding of its atomic or
subatomic nature. In the intelligible sense of the term, it can
be said that whatever knowledge that is visualized by senses
is illusory, for, it is true knowledge till the moment its content
is not analysed. To focus in the realm of our inner being or
mental domain, what one visualizes is the invariant knowledge,
or strictly speaking from the philosophical premise, it is the
'consciousness' that involves no constraints or limitations. The
constituting principle of this consciousness is the central
question that has to be reflected upon and pondered over. The
question that can be asked here is, whether this idea of
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'knowledge as consciousness' will be accepted as genuine or
true knowledge. Here, the experience of the 'seer' in knowledge
is significant. It is here that a 'preceptor' or 'Guru' who having
vast experience and as a seer can create and make the seeker
of the true knowledge unearth this constitution of Conscious-
ness. The fact that the theory of Consciousness portrayed in
the works in ancient India is unique in that it strongly renders
the Consciousness, not the objective knowledge, as the
Absolute Being, the invariant, non-dual, infinite, transcenden-
tal Being. A teacher can be the link between this objective
knowledge and the invariant Consciousness. As such, the
fundamental point of argument here is that a teacher has the
ultimate objective of imbibing a proper method in the learner
who is focussed on the search for the roots of the 'premise
of knowledge' and bring out the real implications of the subject
rather than eliciting misconception or misjudgements. His
method comprises substantiating the three decisive states of
inception of knowledge: ¿rava¸a (hearing), Manana (Under-
standing) and nididhy¡sana (concentrating on the right
interpretation of the subject) so as to bring out the right
dimension of knowledge.  These three steps need fine tuning
otherwise the knowledge that is seemingly submerged beneath
the manifold currents of ignorance will prevail.

The Reflective Mirroring of the Constitutive crises & the
Relevance of a Guru

The pertinent question raising here is what is the purpose,
meaning and necessity of learning guided by a teacher when
knowledge is already available. The fact that the human
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dimension of cosmotheandric intelligence is expected to
expand faster than expected for, it is the will to acquire more
and more of wealth, enjoyment and fame without limits that
drives beings to seductive selfish goals. This emphasizes the
fact that such selfish goals in expansion of knowledge will
focus on the radical alterations of it having the influence of
ignorance. A clear study of the premise of 'knowledge', 'what
is it about' is generally a reflection on the experience of life.
This experience mirrors the different activities of life.
Mirroring helps in two ways--- it provides the ground for
conceptual understanding of the premise of 'knowledge' and
secondly, it acts upon the very nature of activities and this
later one is a reflection on experience 'per se'. To make the
reflection meaningful and comprehend the true nature of
'knowledge' it is essential to understand the modes of its
relation with the validating grounds of the seeker, the seen
and the knowledge itself. Experience here allows factual
understanding of the 'ground' of 'knowledge' concerned since
it provides adequate explanation of the experienced data.
Philosophical reflection is valued more as far as scientific and
rational understanding of knowledge is concerned. For, 'it
substantiates the fact that philosophical reflection develops a
comprehensive viewpoint that helps to overcome the limitation
of science and any subjective interpretation of knowledge'.

1

But the concern here is to demonstrate the role of a teacher
applicable to all times and the philosophical domain is not
included.

To examine knowledge from the comprehensive view-
point it indeed needs a radical reflection so as to unfold its
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meaning and implications. It essentially emphasizes the
undeniable testimony of experience in establishing the truth
of 'knowledge'. This involves a careful method of evaluating
the experience so as to remove the naive interpretations and
prejudices. Certainly, it has to account for the broad range
of capacities of human mind. A faulty understanding or
misinterpretation on knowledge will result in a catastrophe of
errors and misleading formulations. The human mind with a
desire to grasp the essential nature of Truth becomes capable
of overcoming the concerns related with it only by the proper
guidance from a Guru (teacher). For a Guru who is well-versed
in the field of knowledge and remains uncompromising in his
affirmative knowledge helps remove impositions or miscon-
structions on knowledge and thereby the resultant dogmatic
prejudices. Truly speaking, his experiential dimension is
centred not on approving facts that are actually visualized but
in their deepest realm of truth.  He is concerned with the
reflective mirroring on the actuality of truth functions taking
something out of the consciousness, the fundamental reality
behind all experiences. Here mirroring causes a description
of things as they appear in the Consciousness.

Gurudharma - A Constitutive Ethical Prerogative

The impact of the ignorance that is indiscernible is the
root cause of declining sense of humaneness or the ethical
and moral disciplines in human beings. It is to be noted that
this will though bring in enjoyment for some others fall into
miseries and utter helplessness. Herein comes the necessity
of understanding the constitutive dynamics of the teacher. The
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dynamics involves producing, developing or fabricating the
content of knowledge of a learner. It enables the learner to
adopt an attitude for acceptance of the facticity of the
prerogative and bring in necessary attitudes towards the world
as well as other beings. It is truly the wakeful regard to the
content of knowledge proper. This is the essentiality
underlying the dharma of a Teacher.

One of the principal tasks here is to account for the nature
of 'Gurudharma'. Dharma in general is the beholder of the
universe. It describes the character of objects also. It aims at
'abhyudaya' or material prosperity of the person concerned. It
also implies 'to encourage or to move'.

2

 There is a significant
elaboration of dharma as the action which can be accomplished
through body, mind and words found in. Ch¡ndogyopaniÀad
reveals that dharma is not the way to liberation, but it is the
path to the attainment of the meritorious worlds. Here the
meritorious world also implies the world of right understanding
on knowledge. From the above contexts it can be reiterated
that Gurudharma aims at the overall progress of the disciple.
The Guru has the primary function to orient his disciple to
a 'knowledgeable person'. It requires a proper co-ordination
of the activities of the mind, word and sense organs leading
to the Consciousness. However, it is to be remembered that
in this mind-body-word co-ordination conception, these three
are endowed with different and opposed orientations. For, the
essence of mind is thinking and the essence of body is
perishability. Words stand in between these two. It is a
gruesome act to accomplish without the services of a Guru
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or guide. The right guide is one who clearly distinguishes the
psychological and physical dimensions of knowledge. Actually
speaking, a Guru is he who is equipped with the efficacy of
blessing disciples in visible as well as invisible terms. His
touch itself brings in incredible changes in the domain of
knowledge within the disciple. Therefore a Guru is concerned
with reverence among the people of wisdom.

In the analytic or synthetic background, a transformative
ethics of humankind admittedly involves the right understand-
ing and awareness of the facts of experience including one's
knowledge, behaviour and moral life process. On the basis of
these considerations, it remains absolutely necessary to identify
the possible changes of experience. For, development of
human beings is centredon their transformation into the real
world in two ways: 'doing right things' and 'doing things
right'. The first category is already designed and defined
whereas the second one is a principle that necessitates proper
guidance from a knowledgeable person who is the true 'Guru'
or knower. Not always such an agenda can be set with a critical
time frame but it is possible to accomplish the target with
self-determination guided by a good teacher. The teacher
should be capable of establishing any conception of the
disciple leading him to 'doing things right' which finds
expression in the disciple as a genuine one that forms the
principle of existential ethical life on the one hand and
understanding the true nature of objectivity on the other. The
fact that one looks beautiful as a sensational component could
become different when he looks into a mirror. To approve the
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rightness of beauty, a guide (mirror) is required. Absence of
a good teacher inevitably brings in the distortion of the
truthfulness of knowledge. One cannot genuinely admit that
the primacy of knowledge for individuals is an independent
endeavour one could conceive of himself. To reflect on the
traditional knowledge-premise of India, it is indeed the
uniqueness of teaching that has brought out the storehouse of
knowledge and wisdom. The teacher in modern times has made
it a profession to accumulate wealth. Among these teachers,
only a meagre number get involved in the activities of
transforming the students. Others without proper knowledge
or guided by misunderstandings and misinterpretations deny
their disciples the act of 'doing things right' sticking invariably
to the act of doing right things that are subjugated to
misrepresentations.

The concept of an inquisitive individual standing in no
relation with the teacher is a concept of the nature of self-
appraisal generated by common sense experience. In other
words, when the self-appraisal does not recognize the
inevitability of the right forms of thinking, judging and
evaluating the content of sense-experience, it becomes a
descriptive idea of state of nature of its existential implication.
The consequence of this knowledgepoints out to the immature
development of the individual based on speculative interfer-
ences. If such a concept does not work towards the idea of
'doing things right', the validity of this knowledge is
questionable. The fact that the purity of thought is affected
by external interventions must be attended and it is to be
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admitted that the very presupposition on knowledge requires
proper guidance to realize its ultimate goal of wisdom. A
teacher because of his varied acts of experience, can bring
in a radical beginning to the thinking process of his disciple
that helps the later to find compatibility with the act of 'doing
things right'. The disciple then keeps his aim of presentation
or demonstration of his capabilities that is independent of any
instantiations. The 'Guru' transforms his disciple through the
removal of the ignorance associated with true knowledge and
thereby helps generalize or simplify something that is concrete
wherein the possibility of misconception of or the misinter-
pretation of the subject does not occur. Further the monitoring
of the progress of the activities of the disciple by the teacher
significantly expands his capacity that imbibes in the later an
interest in the action, an action not done for the sake of duty
but only with the interest in action itself. The Guru also has
no difficulty in appreciating the efforts of the disciple and he
believes that the disciple has genuine choices and he can prefer
a certain course of action over others on his own through his
teachings. This is more of an assertion of the genuineness of
both teacher and disciple. This remains a very benevolent
factor in knowledge-dissemination.

Gurudharma- Rationale and Contingencies

It is important to appreciate the rationale of Gurudharma
as it recasts the knowledge-basis of a learner. This recast is
done based on two facts- the first is that the teacherbeing the
exclusive preserver of knowledge in its right perspective, and
the second one being that because of his experience in life
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he is capable of producing contingent discoursesregarding
knowledge and with a tolerate patience. It is significant that
human beings who realize life as a sphere of enjoyment are
generally inclined to change the perspectives of knowledge
thinking that things will improve in compatibility with their
wishes. Here it is to be noted that in this latter perspective,
the values which need attendance in life will be under the
threat of dangers resulting in loss of values- moral as well
as ethical. One must further remember that here rationality
or the essence of man will be subject to degradation. The
preservation of ethical and moral values in defence of doing
what is good and right ensuring the persistence of these human
values is the contingent rationale of Gurudharma.

In order to assert the development of a non-discriminative
tendency in human beings towards knowledge, the Gurudharma
provides a strong basis in the form of its contingencies suited
for contextual expressions leading to contingent reflections on
the knowledge-premise. To examine these contingencies on
Gurudharma, one should understand that a true Guru works
in accordance with the states and directions of the three
conjugative elements of the body- the mind, the words and
the senses. The mind thinks and analyses, the words
demonstrate and the senses are oriented with objective
knowledge and various actions. The Guru attempts on the
highest and most proper co-ordination of these three that give
the right enduring knowledge about the objects. The
knowledge thus obtained is freed of any misconception or
misinterpretation. Hence it can be stated that the ultimate aim
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of a Guru is to assert that knowledge is the ground (praticth¡)
of existence of life and he should deliver this to the learners.
The teacher should ascertain that the words, the texts or the
thoughts (ideas) need to be interpreted consistently in the
manner of doing right things and the outcome of teaching is
one identical truth and not as contradicting it. There should
not be different and counterfactual doctrines concerning the
one problem. Variety may be allowed only in the methods
of presentation. Otherwise there will be loss of confidence in
the idea itself. It is the very essence of human reason to refute
any argument, to supersede it and to make it unfounded. Such
a tendency will be genuinely counterfeited by a teacher who
is well-versed in the relevant branch of knowledge. Though
the three major acts involved in the acquisition of knowledge-
hearing, understanding and proper analysis through concentrat-
ing in the subject, the Guru can transform the disciple to a
person of true wisdom which the latter can demonstrate in
his reflections. The different acts of experience like willing,
feeling and imagining are properly directed by the teacher. The
dictum of a Guru is: 'wake up; there is something I want

to deliberate and be learnt by you'. He considers life as
the best and foremost teacher of all. If one learns the lessons
from life one will do well. If not, life will just continue to
push you around. Only a few are capable of learning this
principle and they move towards higher echelons of
knowledge. Such a person will become wise, wealthy and
happy. The true teacher imbibes the necessity of energy,
passion and a burning desire in learning process. Anger is a
major affluent in this. The teacher makes to understand the
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nature of emotions in such a way that one should use his
'emotions to think' and not to 'think with emotions'. He
advocates the emotions of fear and greed that rule one's life
are the constraints on knowledge and one should not lose
himself in the comprehensive unity of these entities.

A careful study of the dharma of a Guru substantiates
three powers that are to be attended by a disciple and can
be expressed symbolically under three heads---i). The power
of the sound as the power of weapons: the authority and
authenticity of delivering knowledge.It enables to rectify the
tendencies of others to criticize through misconceptions or
misinterpretations of the domain of knowledge demonstrated
which leads to conflicting and counterfactual argumentsa
pprehended by ignorance. ii). The power of jewel or money-
the golden rule here is: one who has the gold makes the rules.
The implication here is that the correctness of the demonstrated
depends on the acceptance by the majority though it is not
a correct perspective. iii). The power of Mirror: or the power
of true knowledge. This is the most treasured of the wisdom
perspective. It is the tendency of people to follow the crowd
instead of belief in their own inner capabilities. They accept
in accordance with the majority and follow their path though
noingenuityexists in this. They conform rather than question
the ingenuity of knowledge. This power of mirror also involves
the fear of criticism by others, fear of ridicule. Hence this
is treated as the most valuable affluent in the domain of
knowledge. These three contingencies are to be attended by
the teacher and be rectified.
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The ethical functions that create benevolence in the
learners through the Gurudharma find their real expression in
the form of invoking the concept of 'goodness' in the disciple.
This goodness has to encounter two major counter-factual
elements- the ignorance and the tendencies of love and hatred.
What is pervaded by delusion and has the character of
undesirable knowledge and cannot be fathomed by reasoning
and difficult to understand is what is implied in the element
of ignorance. It is against the development of true knowledge.
When the disciple having done in the past, is doing in the
present or being alert to do in the manner of the power of
mirror, the teacher should identify this trait and understand
that the acts of the disciple are the marks of ignorance and
he can give appropriate corrections in this regard in due times.
When a disciple lacks interest in learning and desires to gain
by any act and spread his fame in the world and feels no
sorrow in his failures it is the power of jewel. The teacher
requires much effort in the rectification of these two affluents.
The goodness is expressed in the form of calmness, restraint,
austerity, purity of thoughts, patience, righteous knowledge,
that are the heart of dharma to be developed by a true disciple.
Here, to quote from the B¤had¡ra¸yakopaniÀad,

4

 I.iv.11-14, a
man who speaks the truth, he speaks justice; a man who speaks
justice in the sense that the words he speak involves justice
verily these are the same. It is the goal or dharma of a teacher.
Therefore, it is to be accepted that a true Guru is the light,
is the benevolent guide and the remover of ignorance or false
tendencies in a disciple. Such a disciple with wisdom and
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goodness will have good moral and ethical orientations as well
as the aim for the welfare of the whole world.
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Indian Music - Its Origin and
Evolution

Dr. N. A. Shihab

Music in India had its origin in the Vedic period. Music
in India may be classified into three distinct periods --- ancient,
medieval and modern. Music of the Vedic period may be said
to have lasted till the time of Sang¢ta Ratn¡kara.

1

  The
medieval music developed by then and during this phase Indian
music parted into two branches known as Hindustani and
Karn¡¶ic music. This is assumed to have taken place around
the 14th century AD.  R¡ga, T¡la, etc of the two systems
of music were perfected and many more were added during
this period by eminent experts in the field.

Ancient Indian literature, mostly written in Sanskrit
language, including  the Vedas, Ëgamas, UpaniÀads, V¡yu
Pur¡¸a, B¤haddharma Pur¡¸a, R¡m¡ya¸a, Mah¡bh¡rata,
ár¢mad Bh¡gavata, áikÀ¡ texts, etc explain in them invaluable
references to the fundamental principles of classical music
including seven swaras, three gr¡mas (a scale of seven notes
starting on a particular note), twenty one murccanas (shifting
of the tone from one note to another), three layas (the process



where sounds are separated by time), nine rasas, three sth¡yis
(known as octaves in Karn¡¶ic music), ¿rutis (lyrics and "what
is heard" in general), etc. It is seen that saptaswaras were
mentioned first in N¡rada Parivr¡jaka UpaniÀad.  In the Vedic
period, the concept of Ëdh¡ra shadja was non-existent. In
those days, for the purpose of chanting Veda mantras, musical
scales consisting of Swaras were used. The term Veda means
knowledge.  Vedas truly are considered to be the source of
all branches of Indian knowledge and also culture.  There are
four Vedas - Îgveda, Yajur Veda, S¡ma Veda and Atharva
Veda.  Out of these, S¡ma Veda is the one which is regarded
as the Veda which originated music.

2 

Singing of the Veda
s£ktas began with just one note. Searching for a style of
singing of the s£ktas which is more captivating and of higher
quality, the singing developed into two notes and, over a period
of time, into three notes. Later on, the scales were finally fixed
to be of seven notes. This development which came into being
over a period of centuries made the recitals of Vedas£ktas
the true fine art of music. The vocal music as well as the
orchestral music of today may be said to have evolved from
these initial efforts. The tradition in the ancient period was
to circumambulate the ritual fire singing and dancing the Veda
s£ktas at the time of conducting y¡gas and yajµas. This was
done accompanied with string instruments and percussion
instruments. As time elapsed, the name 'Ku¶apa' came to be
in use to mean group performance of musical instruments.
R¡ga, the concept of which was yet to evolve. The musical
instruments were tuned to the saptaswaras. They were played
on open strings. Manodharma sang¢ta and musical notation,
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as they are understood in the present days were unheard of.
The tradition those days was to put symbols in the Vedic texts
where tunes rise and fall. Rhythm was marked by the
movement of fingers.

Sculptures and paintings in our temples and caves are also
seen to have made significant contributions towards preser-
vation of valuable evidences to the contemporary Karn¡tic
music, which is popular in South India.

áilappadik¡ram, the famous Tamil text, authored by
I½angovadigal, a famous scholar and a genius musician, in the
5th century AD, adorned the court of Cera kings in south India.
This text also asserts that the Tamilian people developed the
basic musical ideas as early as first century A.D.
Kudumiyamalai inscriptions assigned to Mahendra Varman
who lived in the 7th century A.D is seen to have made great
services to the Karn¡tic music by depicting all the
contemporary musical facts in it.  It was what is known as
'Pans' which the ancient Tamil music used which correspond
to the R¡gas. The Tamilians were familiar with Sth¡yi (octave)
even in that distant past.  They were aware of ¿rutis and the
12 swarasth¡nas. Karu¸¡mritas¡gara is another great Tamil
text, which refers to innumerable interesting factors about
music.

From a very early period onwards, Indian music and
Musicology (LakÀya and LakÀa¸a) manifest a continuous
steady development.  The LakÀa¸as were repeatedly altered
or rewritten to suit the changing trends in music. There was
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continuous assimilation and adoption of new features, within
the framework of tradition. The written compositions display
a clear description of the music and musicology which was
in existence prior to their time and the changes which made.
The compositions of the above period were those which
concentrated attention mainly on aspects which were
theoretical.  When it came to the practical aspects, oral
tradition had to be gone through. The changes made in these
practical aspects were explained in the form of sutras in the
compositions. Because of this reason, the form of music which
existed in those times are still not understood with clarity even
in this modern age.  Bharata, M¡ta´ga, N¡rada, etc, who were
great sages of the ancient times, have authored famous written
compositions on music.  References about Indian music and
musicl instruments can be seen in N¡¶ya¿¡stra (chapters 28
to 34), the great contribution made by Sage Bharata around
the 2nd century AD.

3 

 The system of classification of musical
instruments into Ta¶a, SuÀira, Avanaddha and Ghana varieties
are given elaborately in this text.  This classification continues
to be regarded and accepted to this day.  Bharata is said to
have experimented with his Dhruva V¢¸a and Cala V¢¸a

4 

and
enumerated the twenty two micro tones. The seven musical
notes, sa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha and ni, can be seen mentioned
in N¡rada Parivr¡jaka UpaniÀad considered as one of the
earliest upaniÀads. Development of musical scales, the Sapta
Swaras and twenty two ¿rutis, distributed in an octave were
astounding breakthroughs in the concepts of music. These
formed the base from which R¡gas got developed.  Around
the 10 century, as a result of continuous hard work put in
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by musicologists over centuries, musicology and music
succeeded in bringing together all the fundamental essentials
and were ready to move forward with their quest to bring about
perfection in the field.  Sa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni, the seven
Indian musical notes, known in the west as solfa notes,
reached the European countries through Arab and Persian
countries. Music in the European countries was still in a
fledgling state at that time. These fresh concepts influenced
their music which started developing. The West adopted the
"CDEFGAB" as the 7 solfa syllables, for their church music.
Indian music continued its development along the melody
style.  The western music evolved the harmony style.

Initially, India had only one system of music throughout
the country till about 13th century. It is found that the
fundamentals including saptaswaras, octave, ¿ruti, etc, which
formed the basic principles, were the same. The signs of
branching out started manifesting around the 13th century AD.
Harip¡la, for the first time, mentioned terms Hindust¡ni and
Karn¡tic music. North India was conquered by muslim
invaders. The North came under the muslim rule.  As a result,
the art of Indian music had close interactions with the Arabian
and Persian systems of music. The muslim rulers patronized
these interactions. This resulted in the branching out of Indian
music with the intention of developing in a new dimension.
The case was entirely different in South India. There were
no muslim invasions or major upheavals in South India. The
situation was more or less calm. Indian classical music was
patronized in the South by Hindu temples and Hindu kings.
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Indian classical music continued its growth here along the
traditional way.  This is how Hindustani and Kam¡tic music
separated into two parallel and independent systems of music
emerging from the same, single source - Vedas.

Bhakti movement started in India from about the 7th
century AD.  This movement witnessed the emergence of
innumerable saint singers and gurus. These saint singers and
gurus, who were mainly áaivites and VaiÀ¸avites authored
Tev¡rams and Divya Prabhandas in Tamil.  Saint singers
including Purandara Dasa, Bhadr¡cala R¡madasa, Annam¡c¡rya,
M¢ra Bai, Surdas, Kabir Das, Tulas¢d¡s, Gurun¡nak, etc
composed thousands of simple devotional songs.  These
devotional songs contained greatness of having bhakti, call to
the people to lead a virtuous living and to have love towards
every living being in the world. Every living being in the world
was hailed to be the creation of God.  These devotional songs
were set to simple rhythms and appealing tunes. These songs
were all set in regional languages so that they would appeal
to the general public and they could understand the meaning.
In south, when one considers these songs in South India, it
can be seen that they contain the features of the ancient
compositions in a simple format of Pallavi, Anupallavi /
Carana.

Saint Purandara D¡sa, known as 'Karn¡¶aka Sang¢ta
Pit¡maha' is one of the most respected personalities in the
field.  He was the most prominent composer among the
composers of devotional songs, popularly known as Harid¡sas.
Purandarad¡sa simplified the 108 ancient T¡las into a system
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of thirty five T¡½as, consisting of seven Suladi T¡½as and their
five J¡tis. He formulated Sara½i VariÀa, Sapta t¡½a Alank¡ras,
G¢tas in Malah¡ri R¡ga and systematized the Abhy¡sag¡na
for the beginners. The new system of t¡½as enumerated by
Purandarad¡sa made use of mainly laghu, Druta and Anudruta
in the place of cadangas of ancient t¡½a system. The ch¡pu
ta½as were also profusely used for the innumerable devotional
songs called 'K¢rtanas' or 'Dasara Padagalu'. During this period
R¡ga classifications became clearer, though not specific. R¡ga
is the soul of Indian music and it is Indian contribution to
International music. Vidy¡ra¸ya of the 14th century mentioned
fifteen me½as and their Janya R¡gas in his treatise "Sang¢ta
s¡ra". R¡mamatya of the 16th century mentioned twenty me½as
in his treatise "Swara me½a Kal¡nidhi". This treatise covers
nearly two thousand years of history of development in Indian
Music and is like a preface to the modern Karn¡tic Music.
These treatises along with others, specified the R¡ga lakÀa¸as
with specific Gamakas for each R¡ga. R¡gas in Karn¡tic music
come alive only through specific gamaka ala´k¡ras, embel-
lishing the particular note.

Modern era may be said to have dawned in the
development of music in India in the 17th century AD with
the advent of Chaturda¸·i Prak¡¿ika by Venkamamakhi.

5

 This
composition is considered as a new dawn as far as music is
concerned. This composition depicted seventy two Asamp£r¸a
me½a kart¡ formula. This formula was founded on the 16 Swara
sth¡nas. Until then there were only nineteen me½as in there
in use. All the seventy two me½as and their Janya R¡gas, the
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vivadi me½as, etc  were whimsically considered by musical
experts as mere musical possibilities. The system came to be
known as Kanak¡mbari-Ratn¡mbari Scheme. Later on in time,
the system was revised and revamped by Govind¡c¡rya as
seventy two Samp£r¸a Me½a Paddhati, known as Kanak¡´gi
- Ratn¡´gi scheme, where the Me½as had Krama Samp£r¸a
Ërohana and Avarohana. With the advent of seventy two me½a
kart¡ scheme, Janya R¡gas in plenty began to be created with
specific LakÀa¸as.

Muthuswami D¢kÀitar, Ty¡gar¡ja and áy¡ma á¡stri are
known as the musical trinity of Karn¡mic music.  It is to be
noted that out of these three stalwarts of music Muthuswami
D¢kÀitar followed the Asamp£r¸a Me½a Paddhati of
Venkatamakhi and Ty¡gar¡ja and áy¡ma á¡stri followed
Samp£r¸a Me½a Paddahati of Govind¡c¡rya. In the present
times it is Samp£r¸a Me½a Paddhati which is being followed.

During the 18th century is considered to be the golden
age of Indian music.  This is so called because quite a lot
of innovations were introduced during this period in the
various facets of music. The quality and quantity of musical
activities were enhanced during this period.  This included the
musical forms, R¡gas, T¡½as, Musical instruments, musical
notation system and many more.  Musical forms of a very
high erudition like the well embellished K¤tis, Swaraj¡tis,
Var¸a, Pada, Till¡na, Jawali, R¡gam¡likas, etc. were
composed in plenty without deviating from the basics which
were founded on the ancient compositions. The transforma-
tions were applied only on the sections; the musical and lyrical
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aspects. These compositions shifted into a refined and
transformed shape in the fresh versions.

In fact, starting from the 12 century itself, great
composers like Jayadeva (AÀ¶apadi - G¢t¡ Govinda), N¡r¡ya¸a
T¢rtha (Tara´ga --- K¤À¸a L¢la Tarangini), Arunagiri N¡thar
(Tiruppugazh) Annam¡c¡rya (Sa´k¢rtanas), KÀetrajµa (Padas),
the simple K¤itis of Girir¡ja Kavi, M¡rgadar¿i áeÀa Iye´g¡r,
Mel¡tt£r V¡ra Bhadrayya, Pallavi Gopa Aiyar, R¡masw¡my
D¢kÀitar, Ëdi Appayya (Viriboni-Bhairavi - Atta t¡½a), Sonti
Venkatar¡manayya (Ty¡gar¡ja's Guru) and many others
composed different varieties of compositions during the period
known as the pre-trinity period. Hence, it may be stated that
the foundation was already laid by these great musical
geniuses.  Var¸a, Kriti, etc which are part of the musical forms
of today were actually defined and refined through these
compositions. By this time, the total number of r¡gas which
are used on a regular basis also saw a tremendous rise. The
T¡½a system which got simplified gave it the much required
extra motivation.

áy¡ma á¡stri, Thy¡gar¡ja and Muttu Sw¡mi D¢kÀitar are
praised to be the musical Trinity of Karn¡mic music. They
were scholars in the field of music and composed many
reputed Kritis in new and rare ragas which were unheard of
and unused. The Kritis they composed were perfect viewed
from the angle of music. They were later regarded as models
for those R¡gas. These three scholars lived at the same period
of time and were born in Tiruvarur of Tanjore district in Tamil
Nadu.  A large number of young men and women approached
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them to learn music. These ¿iÀyas themselves grew to be
famous musicians in future.

áy¡ma á¡stri, whose period was between 1763 and 1827
AD was eldest among the Trinity. Majority of his compositions
eulogize Goddess K¡m¡kÀi of K¡nchi. All his compositions
are in Telugu and Sanskrit. It can be found that all his
compositions are rich in R¡ga bh¡va and S¡hitya bh¡va. His
three scholarly Swaraj¡tis are well known as three gems.
Goddess M¢n¡kÀi of Madurai was also eulogized by him with
nine compositions, which are known as Navaratnam¡lika.
Ch¡put¡7as are seen to be used in plenty for his compositions.
He was the one who came up with viloma ch¡pu (4+3) for
the first time. His compositions are popularly famous
particularly because of their rhythmic excellence. Swaras¡hitya
and swar¡kcaras embellish his compositions. He is seen to
have utilized quite a few rare r¡gas like Manji, Ahiri, Kalgada,
Chint¡ma¸i, etc. áy¡ma á¡stri is believed to have composed
nearly three hundred compositions. But only around fifty
compositions have been found out so far.

Ty¡gar¡ja, whose period was between 1767 and 1847, is
known to have composed about one thousand compositions.
Nearly seven hundred and fifty of his kritis are seen to have
been published. His compositions are both simple and
scholarly. A large number of R¡gas were ushered by him in
to popularly use ones.  He was a devotee of Lord Rama. His
compositions are in Telugu and Sanskrit, most of them in
Telugu. He composed many Samud¡yakritis (group music)
such as Ghana R¡ga Paµcaratna, kritis and many Paµcaratna
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group musics like, Kovur, L¡lgudi, Tiruva¶¶iy£r and
Sr¢ra´gam Paµcaratna. He has also composed the groups of
Utsava Samprad¡ya compoitions, Divyan¡ma Sa´k¢rtanas,
Upac¡ra compositions, which suits well for congregational
singing. He used De¿¡di and Madhy¡di T¡½as for a few of
his compositions. Sa´gatis, Multiple Cara¸as and At¢ta-
An¡gata Eduppus, are considered as his contributions to the
form of composition. He i credited with the composition of
three beautiful musical operas - Prah½¡da Bhakti Vijayam,
Nowka Caritram and Sr¢ S¢ta R¡ma Vijayam.

Muthusw¡mi D¢kÀitar, who lived during period between
1775 and 1835 AD, was the youngest of Trinity. He was a
Sr¢ Vidy¡up¡saka. Because of this reason most of his
compositions were those eulogizing Mother Goddess.  He is
seen to have many composition on áaivite and VaiÀnavite
deities, whom he visited during his pilgrimages. His scholarly
compositions speak volumes about his  in-depth knowledge
of Indian philosophy, JyotiÀa, Tantra¿¡stra and Hindu Culture
and traditions. All his compositions are in Sanskrit language
and the literary content of his compositions are of a lofty level
which prove to be a little tough for a layman to grasp.  The
compositions can be said to be excellent.  They are seen to
contain musical and literary gems similar to swar¡kcaras,
different types of Mudras, SamaÀ¶i Cara¸a, Madhyama K¡la
S¡hityas, Yati-Pr¡sas, etc. Ragas of Asamp£r¸a Me½a Paddhati
composed by Venka¶a Makhi exist to this day because of the
D¢kÀitar compositions, where R¡ga mudras are well built in
by the great D¢kÀitar.  D¢kÀitar was an expert in composing
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group Kritis of a very high standard. It is seen that D¢kÀitar
composed thirteen such group compositions in total.   A few
excellent ones among them as illustration, which also manifest
the depth and width of his knowledge, are Navagraha Kritis
(Astrology), Kamal¡mba Nav¡vara¸a (Tantra á¡stra),
Pancabh£ta li´ga kritis (Hindu Philosphy) and Ty¡gar¡ja
Vibhakti Kritis (yoga).  He is also seen to have composed
Ma¸iprav¡½as and exquisite R¡gam¡likas.

Sw¡ti Tirun¡½ Mah¡r¡ja, who lived during the period
between 1813 and 1847 AD was a highly gifted musician and
composer and was the king of the erstwhile Travancore
kingdom. He patronized music actively.  In his royal assembly
talented scholars, musicians and artists were seen in
abundance.  Various types of compositions like Var¸a, Kriti,
J¡wali, Till¡na, Bhajans in a variety of languages came out
of his expertise. North Indian musical forms like Dhrupad,
Khy¡l, etc. also formed a part of his compositions.  He was
an erudite and a highly gifted personality who composed
musical operas like Kucelop¡khy¡na and Aj¡milopakhy¡na.
His Navar¡tri Kriti, Navavidha Bhakti Kriti are highly popular.

Subbar¡ma D¢kÀitar, grandson of B¡lu Sw¡mi D¢kÀitar,
was highly gifted and scholarly.  He excelled as a composer
and an expert in music. Sa´g¢ta Samprad¡ya Pradar¿ini was
a book of authoritative nature published by him in the year
1903. Though this invaluable work he is seen to have carried
out invaluable service to Kar¸¡¶ic music by preserving the
D¢kÀitar tradition including Asamp£r¸a Me½a Paddhati of
Venka¶¡makhi. Samprad¡ya Prad¡¿ini is a collection of
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R¡galakÀa¸as, LakÀa¸ag¢tas, Var¸as, Kritis and R¡gam¡likas.
This text also inclusive of a few compositions of the other
pre-trinity legendary composers. All of Muthusw¡mi D¢kÀitar's
Kritis with their original notation have been provided in a
systematic way, starting from the 1st me½a and its Janya R¡gas
until the seventy second me½a. It is a voluminous work having
1700 pages.  This text also depicts the life history of seventy
six musicians / composers. Subbarama D¢kÀitar was a also a
great musician and composer.  He has composed scholarly
compositions in Ragas like Ënanda Bhairavi, Surati and many
more.  He is also seen to have composed many Var¸as and
R¡gam¡likas. He is accredited with the authorship of the text
named Pratham¡bhy¡sam on music.  He also composed a
Tamil Drama named Va½½i Bh¡ratam.

In the present days efforts are on to search and find out
old musical compositions, treatises, texts on musicology, etc
which are published which will surely be of a great help to
teachers and students alike. A number of innovations can be
seen in Kar¸¡¶ic music.  It is noteworthy that concert singing
has become popular. Manodharmasa´g¢ta, R¡gam T¡nam,
Pallavi, etc came to be theprime point of attraction in a concert.
Of great importance is the fact thatmusic started assuming
significance as a Pure Art form. Violin has emerged as an
inevitable accompaniment in Kar¸¡¶ic music concerts. V¢¸a
and the other musical instruments have taken up novel
techniques of tuning, fingering etc. to improve their tonal
quality and Gamaka embellishments. Consequent to the new
innovations and advancements in the field of science and
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technology, electronic media revamped the entire field of
music so that all aspects of music can be stored in audio or
visual medium.

To conclude, the evolution of Indian music can be said
to be a smooth and continuous record of contributions by the
stalwarts in the field of music. It remains a fact that music
in the chanting of Vedic hymns is truly the fundamental
principle which proved to be the prime cause and motivation
behind the evolution of music into a fine art as seen today.
All these present-day technical advancements aside, Kar¸¡¶ic
music is seen to flourish profusely valuing and respecting the
traditional framework in whichit evolved with a touch of
spirituality in it.
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Body and Soul in ár¢
áa´kar¡c¡rya's Vivekac£·¡ma¸i

Dr. Sajna S.

Abstract

Advaitaved¡nta is truly the Science of Life. Advaita
philosophy was founded by the great philosopher and scholar
ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya. The study of áa´kar¡c¡rya explains a
different opinion on whether the soul and the body are two,
that the body is perishable and the soul is imperishable. In
áa´kar¡c¡rya's view, the body means something that does not
exist in the world eternally. The truth is that liberation is not
just knowing with the intellect.  This study is based on the
topic of áa´kar¡c¡rya's Advaita work Vivekac£·¡ma¸i and
the textual method is used for the article. Advaitaved¡nta is
truly the Science of Life. This study, trying to find out the
external existence of soul. This study is based on
áa´kar¡c¡rya's Advaita book Vivekac£·¡ma¸i and hence it
can be said that this is mostly a textual article.

Key Words

Viveka, Ëtm¡, Ko¿a, Annamaya, Pr¡¸amaya, Manomaya,
Vijµ¡namaya.
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Introduction

áankara the great scholar of Ved¡nta was born at Kaladi
in Kerala. He was the son of áivaguru and Aryamba. There
are various opinions about his actual birth date. The generally
accepted date is 788 A.D. and he is supposed to have departed
his life in 820 A.D. He travelled all over India and propagated
Advaita and á¡stras. His contributions to Sanskrit language
is  immense. áa´kar¡c¡rya is known as Adi áa´kara. He was
a man who had a deep knowledge of Ved¡nta. He established
four maths. Badrinath, Dwaraka, Puri, and Sri´geri are those
four maths. One of the greatest texts he has written as an
introduction to Advaita philosophy is "Vivekac£·¡ma¸i". It
reveals the entire theory of Ved¡nta. He was very literate and
at a very young age, he had acquired profound knowledge of
the Vedas, Ved¡´gas, and á¡stras.  Although he lived for only
32 years, his contribution to Indian philosophy during this time
is inestimable. The truth is that he transcended caste and
religion and developed Advaita as a vision to find the Supreme
Soul. Dvaitam, ViÀiÀ¶advaitam, and Advaitam are discussed
under the name of Ved¡nta, but Advaita is accepted by all
as the ultimate Ved¡nta. Sree áa´kar¡c¡rya wrote commen-
taries on the Bh¡gavad G¢t¡, UpaniÀads, and Brahma S£tras.
He travelled to different parts of India, and spread Advaita
Ved¡nta among the people. He attained sam¡dhi in Kedarnath.

The Vivekac£·¡ma¸i is one of best teachings of Advaita
philosophy. It consists of 580 verses in Sanskrit. It teaches
self -- realisation methods and the power of soul in a detailed
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manner. Vivekac£·¡ma¸i vividly explains the qualities of an
enlightened human being. The paths of self-knowledge ---
Annamayako¿a, Pr¡¸amayako¿a, Manomayako¿a,
Vijµ¡namayako¿a.

Annamayako¿a

n‰˘Ω˛…‰%™…®…z…¶…¥…x……‰%z…®…™…∫i…÷ EÚ…‰∂…-

∂S……z…‰x… V…“¥… i…  ¥…x…∂™… i… i… u˘Ω˛“x…&*

i¥…CS…®…«®……∆∫…Ø˚ v…Æ˙…Œ∫l…{…÷Æ˙“π…Æ˙… ∂…-

x……«™…∆ ∫¥…™…∆ ¶… ¥…i…÷®…Ω«̨ i…  x…i™…∂…÷r˘&**

The body is something that originates from food and
survives with food and perishes without food. That is, the body
is created by food. It is not possible to define the body as
the soul, because this body is made up of bones, flesh, feces,
blood, and skin. This body is called Annamayako¿a. It is said
that the origin of this body is the food eaten by the parents.
If that body is to survive, we keep feeding it again. It means
that birth and survival are all dependent on food. The body
is full of impurities that sustain these. Thus, we cannot consider
the eternal and impure Annamayako¿a as the eternal and pure
soul. The body is something that does not exist before birth
and after death. Moreover, it is also characterized by moment-
to-moment changes. Vivekac£·¡ma¸i  indicates the decaying
state of the body. In other words, this shows the unnecessary
attention of considering the body and the soul as the same.
It does not exist before birth and after death. But áa´kar¡c¡rya
spoke of it only as a mere impermanent phenomenon born of
food and perishing when it ceases to be fed.
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áa´kar¡c¡rya has clearly given the reasons in
Vivekac£·¡ma¸i for what reason the body cannot be
transformed into the soul. Even if a hand or a leg is lost, the
body remains. Human life also exists, and the strength of the
organs is not lost. Looking at it that way, the body is something
that can be controlled by others. If so, how can it be soul,
he asks. We find many examples in Vivekac£·¡ma¸i  that
he cannot be considered body as a soul. Man can live with
artificial organs. That means we can artificially implant any
other organs to replace the lost organs and live as before. He
makes it clear through various verses that the body is a bony
nest filled with excrement and flesh and it is not possible for
the body to be completely separate from all of it. The body
is impure and the soul is pure. A fool thinks that I am in
this body composed of skin, flesh, bones, excrement, waste,
and water, but no one realizes that 'I am a soul' completely
different from this finite body. Thus, we can say that only
one who has experienced the bliss of this disembodied soul
has attained liberation. It is clear that if you want to experience
peace, you can know it only through the soul, but not through
the body. Even those who are scholars who know science well,
the more they are attached to the body's senses, the more their
intellect, the ego, expands. Thus, they do not have any kind
of knowledge about the liberation of the soul. That is, no one
can get salvation just by knowing the science.

In the mirror we see as a reflection, we have the sense
that it is not us. Because our subconscious and conscious
minds both agree that we see only a reflection of the real us.
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Here we feel that 'I am the body'. In other words, it is not
me who sees in the mirror, but he teaches us that the ego
consciousness that 'I am the one standing in front of the mirror'
should be changed first. One has to recognize this body with
the soul as one's own reflection like the reflection seen in a
mirror, which means that there should be no interest or desire
in this body. Man's attachment and love for the body make
him sad. A person who realizes that he is not the body, but
the soul, can eliminate the root cause of sadness. Those who
think that they are the body are not freed from the sorrows
of birth and death. Therefore, destroy this inner feeling with
scientific awareness such as listening, thinking, and determi-
nation. Just as the ignorant person has self-awareness of the
body, a scholar has proper awareness of the soul without the
body. Having clarified what Annamayako¿a is and how it is
related to the soul, now comes the understanding of
Pr¡¸amayako¿a after Annamaya.

Pr¡¸amayako¿a

Describing Annamayako¿a, Pr¡¸a is explained. It is
Pr¡¸amayako¿am that sustains Pr¡¸a. But we cannot call it
soul. Earlier, the soul is not Pr¡¸a. Pr¡¸a exists because the
reflection of the soul is in us. That is why the part without
Pr¡¸a  movement is unconscious even though it is natural.
It is completely wrong to say that the soul is a living cell
because it breathes. ár¢ áa´kara establishes that soul and
Pr¡¸amayako¿am are different. The air passing through is the
same as the air outside.
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It is not possible to say that the air that sustains our soul
moves within us as a soul; moreover, that air never has the
capacity to experience pleasure or pain. Like air, Pr¡¸a  is
active as it moves in during inhalation and out during
exhalation. That is, the karma of Pr¡¸a  begins at the time
of birth. Similarly, that journey ends with death. While we
are breathing while we are sleeping, Pr¡¸a  is not aware of
anything going on around us. Manomayako¿a is the
combination of the senses and the mind. These are the reasons
for the difference between 'I' and 'mine'. Similarly, as long
as Pr¡¸amayako¿a  exists within us, we are able to do all
this. The Manomayako¿a is actually the imaginative mind and
the sense organs that enable us to perceive and experience
things like hearing, sight, taste, touch, and smell.

Manomayako¿a

Y……x…‰Œxp˘™…… h… S… ®…x…∂S… ®…x……‰®…™…& ∫™……i…¬

EÚ…‰∂……‰ ®…®……Ω˛ ®… i… ¥…∫i…÷ ¥…EÚ±{…Ω‰˛i…÷&*

∫…∆Y…… n˘¶…‰n˘EÚ±…x……EÚ ±…i……‰ §…±…“™……∆-

∫i…i{…⁄¥…«EÚ…‰∂…®…x…÷{…⁄™…«  ¥…V…fi®¶…i…‰ ™…&**

The mind and the sense organs with a notion of 'I and
Mine, is the mind sheath and it is known by different
modification. It is very powerful and permeates the other two
ko¿as and exists beyond them.

Manomayako¿a is a combination of the senses and our
mind. áa´kar¡c¡rya describes the power of Manomayako¿a as
follows: There is plenty of wood and ghee and there is a person
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to burn it, so the fire will always burn without being
extinguished. Similarly, when our mind and senses come
together, they cannot sit idle even for a time, because the mind
is imaginative, through which many things can be imagined
and seen through imagination. That is, the mind jumps like
a monkey from one place to another and cannot stay firmly
in any place because the mind is always accompanied by these
senses. áa´kar¡c¡rya says that there is no ignorance separate
from the mind. Because the mind is the cause of all the
relationships in this world, and ignorance is caused by the
mind. áa´kar¡c¡rya explains that if the mind is destroyed, then
everything can be understood as destroyed. That is, the mind
gives us many living memories during sleep.

It is because the mind is there that it can be experienced.
In this dream state without external subjects, the mind
imagines and experiences it with its own power. In the waking
state, the mind creates everything. While sleeping, the mind
creates in dream form and in the waking state in the real form.
That is why this world or this world itself is a form or a
creation of the mind. This entire world is the creation of the
mind. The mind creates a universe with its inherent natural
inquiry and genius. Life exists but it seems as if there is no
consumer to experience it. The same is true when awake and
asleep. It is the experience of all human beings that the world
is not felt when the mind is absorbed in the imagination during
sleep. He knows everything both in dreams and in awakening
stage. Therefore, it can be said that the world of the bound
man is only a conception of the mind, that is, if we look at
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it in the ultimate sense, then it must be said that there is no
origin or end in this world. ár¢ áa´kara asserts that the
universe is merely a conception of the mind. During deep
sleep, when the mind thinks about each image in turn, various
kinds of imagination and creation take place. He clarifies that
whether the mind wanders in dreams or in the waking world,
there are activities in the world. But when the mind is
completely devoid of imagination, there is no world in it.
Therefore, he says that the mind is something that creates this
world, that is, the world is only a creation of the mind.

The cloud is moved by the influence of the wind and
the wind keeps the cloud free from the rain. That is, it is the
mind that gives connection or freedom from it. He clarifies
that just as the wind brings the cloud and the wind dispels
the cloud, the mind gives connection and gives mokÀa. It is
clear that the mind is the reason for the human being to have
bandha or mokÀa. That is to say, mokÀa can be achieved only
when there is a pure mind. A mind tainted by the Rajo tamo
qualities like lust, anger, greed, and sorrow will always be
totally polluted. If a pure mind is formed by strong wisdom
and intense self-restraint, it becomes the cause of mokÀa.
Therefore, for one who is intelligent and wants mokÀa, the
first thing to do is to strengthen the mind with aversion and
wisdom. Naturally, lust, anger, and greed bind the mind more
tightly and hinder salvation. When various qualities are mixed
in the mind, it is not possible for the mind to be pure with
wisdom and firmness at any time. In other words, salvation
is never possible until the mind is pure. There are many
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subjects around us that we know through our senses, but
whoever is brave and wants salvation, he should withdraw his
mind without getting involved in those subjects.

Vijµ¡namayako¿a

§…÷ r˘§…÷r˘“Œxn˘™…Ë& ∫……v…» ∫…¥…fi k…& EÚi…fi«±…I…h…&*

 ¥…Y……x…®…™…EÚ…‰∂…& ∫™……i{…÷∆∫…& ∫…∆∫……Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙h…®…¬**

The intellect with thoughts and organs on knowledge,
with a notion of doership is Vijµ¡namayako¿a which is the
cause for the transmigration for the J¢va.

Vijµ¡namayako¿a is made up of the five senses and the
intellect. Manomayako¿a looks almost the same but the
functions of both are different i.e., the intellect thinks more
things and decides with clarity, whereas the mind creates more
things by imagining. It is the intellect that determines a thing,
and when we look at it in this way, the light of life, which
is the reflection of the Supreme Soul, is reflected in the
intellect. So, Manomayako¿a and Vijµ¡namayako¿a carry two
different karmic paths. When we say life, we have pride in
the body and without intelligence it is not possible to
understand or think about it. I am human, I feel, I see, and
each of these activities is understood as the soul experiencing
the body. Thus, Vijµ¡namayako¿a is the creator of all
activities, worldly, material, and spiritual, with the pride that
I am. Buddhi may seem to have a beginning, but it is eternal.
That is, it is for this reason that the sign of the Supreme Soul
is established in Buddhi. The experiences of happiness and
sorrow are the karmas of the knowledge body. The waking
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state, dream state, and sleep state are all the dharma of
Vijµ¡namayako¿a. This is to say that the most creative things
belong to Vijµ¡namaya.

Conclusion

It is clear that the mind is the cause of all ties and
bindings; therefore, it is indeed the mind that hinders men from
knowing the all-knowing pure soul well. Because this mind
has the thought of body and senses and fills us with the thought
of I and mine and binds us and prevents us from knowing
true wisdom. The Supreme Soul is eternally uniform, in fact,
Satchid¡nanda Swar£pa and eternally pure. The self is
omnipresent but also the intellect, by comparison, we see the
soul as separate from itself as we see the pots as separate
from the soil. Whether we call it by many names, whether
it is a pot or any other material made from soil, it is actually
soil. In the same way, all the time we attribute diversity to
the Ëtman without knowing the Ëtman. All the world and
all the living beings are living in this world under the delusion
of this mind. Therefore, those who want salvation must keep
their mind as pure as possible. Mukti is something that only
those who have a pure mind can get. Whoever wants mokÀa,
must first do the deed of removing the impurities of the mind.
Thus, the so-called Mukti is easily attained when the mind
becomes pure. In Vivekac£·ma¸i, áa´kar¡c¡rya makes it
clear that one should advance by constantly practising
Srava¸a- Manana - Nidhiny¡sana with a great focus on
Brahman, eliminating all interest in the subject and abandoning
all karmas. He who is extremely attached to the body can't
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be liberated. He who doesn't have the notion of 'I' in the body
or in other objects, he is a J¢vanmukta. he who has found
his self to be the Brahman and understanding.

Bondage and liberation are created by m¡ya. Perception
of presence or absence on a thing is the attribute on the
intellect, not the eternally present self.
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Ideological Beauty of
Bharat¡r¸ava in Bharatan¡¶yam

Reshma N. S.

™…i……‰ Ω˛∫i…∫i…i……‰ o˘Œπ]ı& ™…i……‰ o˘Œπ]ı∫i…i……‰ ®…x…&*

™…i……‰ ®…x…∫i…i……‰ ¶……¥…& ™…i……‰ ¶……¥…∫i…i……‰ Æ˙∫…&**1

This particular sloka by Nandikeshwara expresses the entire
spectrum of N¡¶ya - ¡´gika - v¡cika - ¡h¡rya - S¡tvika -

áuddhan¤tta (or dance in its purest form) involves
Ë´gik¡bhinaya (gestural acting) following a set of fixed rules.
The essence of the term "N¤tta", (formed from the root word
"N¤tta") is extricated in the following statement made by
Dhanaµjaya, author of Da¿ar£paka: ""i……±…±…™…… ∏…i…∆ x…fik™…®…¬'' 2

.

""i……±…& EÚ…±… GÚ™……®……x…®…¬'' - <i™…®…Æ˙&3**

T¡laÆ is the unit of chronologies of SaÆjµa expressed
as Laghu dhrutaÆ anudrutaÆ and so on. Action is the result
of the transaction of t¡la. For instance, there are actions such
as clapping the hands together or counting on our fingers,
which illustrates this.



""M…“i…∆ ¥……t∆ i…l…… x…fik…∆ ™…i…∫i……±…‰ |… i…Œπ`ˆi…®…¬'' 4

, claims
Sar´gharadeva, illustrating the significance of t¡la.
Amarasimhan in Amarako¿a defines laya thus: ""±…™……‰  ¥…x……∂…‰
∫…∆∂±…‰π…‰ ∫……®™…‰ i……Ë™…« j…E‰Ú ®…i…∆.'' 5

The word laya means "to hold together." Laya is a state
where postures, steps and actions are in an equilibrium state.

Hence "dance", which is dependent on t¡la and laya is
ordered based on well-defined yardsticks and both continue
to exist in a state of equilibrium. Their synchronization is
similar to the way a word and its meaning are entangled
together.

Bharatan¡¶yam: Evolution6

Kapila Vatsyayan traced four stages in the evolution/
history of dance:

1. Evidence concerning the earliest forms of dance can be
obtained from the pictures and engravings found in the
proto-historic caves of India.

2. From 2 BC to 9 AD, many Buddhist st£pas were built
like in Bharhut, Sanchi, Bhaja, Amaravat, Nagarjunkonda,
Ajantha, Ellora, Bhaja, Bhubaneshwar, Kashmir and
Orissa. These st£pas were storehouses of information
regarding dance forms practised during this era.

3. The third stage spans from 11 AD to 18 AD. This was
a period when mural paintings and st£pas could be
amply found. Many early and late medieval monuments
were also built during this time.
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4. The final stage begins from the eighteenth or nineteenth
century and extends upto the contemporary age.

Bharatan¡¶yam is among the most ancient dance forms
of India, that is practised even today. Popularly referred to
as "poetry in motion", Bharatan¡¶yam that has its origin in
the Southern part of India in the dance forms "d¡siy¡¶¶aÆ
or sad¢r¶¶aÆ". These later got evolved into its present form.

The word "Bharata" means "actor."

""v…÷™…«¥…n‰˘EÚ…‰ ™…∫®……n÷˘r˘Æ‰˙n˘x…‰EÚ¶…⁄ ®…EÚ…™…÷HÚ&

¶……hb˜M…fiΩ˛…‰{…EÚÆ˙h…Ëx……«]ı¨∆ ¶…Æ˙i……‰ ¶…¥…‰k…∫®……i…¬''7** N.S. 35.91

Like a person in charge, Bharata performs every role,
employing v¡dyas (musical instruments). Eminent dancer
Sharadathanayan asserts that Bharata presents the nature of
characters belonging to different stature, age, period and
gestures by making use of bh¡À¡ (language), Var¸a (costumes)
and Upakara¸a (properties). Another prominent dancer
Dhanaµjaya expresses four meanings to the word 'Bharata':

1. It is called so because it was rendered by Bharata

2. Based on expansion of the word "bharata"; "bha" stands
for 'bh¡va' (emotions), "ra" stands for "r¡ga" (melody),
and "ta" stands for "t¡la" (rhythm). Bharata is thus
defined as the harmonious blend of "bh¡va-r¡ga- t¡la."

3. ¶……Æ∆˙ j……™… i… ¶…Æ˙i…&, which means "he who banishes distress
is called Bharata".

4. Because he originated from the land of Bharata.
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Bharatan¡¶yam is widely recognized as a dance form that
is a blend of bh¡va- r¡ga- t¡la. Though dance as an art form
flourished in the fourteenth century, it was seriously threatened
in the fifteenth century. It got revived towards the end of the
fifteenth century and the beginning of the sixteenth century.
Over the ages, its practitioners and other scholars brought
many modifications to this art form. As more and more women
from the upper strata of society began learning dance, it
expanded into mainstream society.

Bharatan¡¶yam reached its present state of glory due to
the efforts of famous musicians called 'Thanjavur Brothers',
namely --- Chinnayya, Ponnayya, Sivanandam and Vadivelu.
Later, Bharatan¡¶yam evolved many different P¡¸i-s (tradi-
tions) under various gurus. Thanjavur P¡¸i, Panthanelloor P¡¸i,
Melattoor P¡¸i, Uzhavoor P¡¸i, Mysore P¡¸i and Kanjeepuram
P¡¸i are some of the noteworthy traditions of Bharatan¡¶yam.

Notable Sangam literature, like Cilappatik¡ram and
Ma¸imegalai has references to dance forms. In Cilappatik¡ram,
dance is referred to as "K£tt." Bharatarnava, Abhinayadarpa¸a
and N¡¶ya¿¡stra are other texts that have laid great influences
on Bharatan¡¶yam.

Dancers such as Rukmani Devi Arundale, Balasaraswathy,
K.N. Dandhayudhapani, Thanjavur Rao, Kamala Lakshman,
Vaijayanthimala, Leela Samson, E V Chandrashekharan,
Padma Subrahmanian, Chithra Vishweshwaran, Mrinalini and
Dhananjayan contributed a lot to the growth of Bharatan¡¶yam.
Other talents such as Nattuvam Paramasivan, Guru
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Chandrasekhar, Indirabhai Thankachi, Velukutty Bhagavathar
and Shucheendram M M Pillai also helped in expanding this
art form in Kerala.

Texts on the Scientific Study of Dance

Cilappatik¡ram by Ilango Adikal, N¡¶ya¿¡stra by
Bharatamuni, Abhinavabh¡rati by Abhinavagupta, Abhinaya
Darpa¸a and Bharat¡r¸ava by Nandike¿a, Sa´g¢taratn¡karam
by áar´gadeva, N¤ttaratn¡vali by Jayasenapati, Sa´g¢tamrinavali
by Devendra, Abhinaya Candrika by Maheshwara Mahapatra,
Balaramabh¡ratam and HastalakÀa¸ad¢pik¡ by
Karthikathirunnal, are prominent texts on the art of dance.
Among this, N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Abhinaya Darpa¸a and Bharat¡r¸ava
together form the foundation of almost all Indian classical
dances.

Based on the da¿ar£pakas, Bharata composed N¡¶ya¿¡stra
focusing his attention more on abhinaya (acting). It contains
discourses on all art forms including dance, music, sculpture,
musical instruments and painting. Every aspect of dance is
explained in the work in thirty-six chapters.

+∫™… ∂……J…… S… x…fik…∆ S… i…l…Ë̆¥……R¬ÛE÷ÚÆ ˙B¥… S…*

¥…∫i…x™…… ¶…x…™…∫™…‰Ω ˛ ¥…Y…‰™…… x… |…™……‰HfiÚ ¶…&8** N.S.8.13

In N¡¶ya¿¡stra, dance is included as an accompaniment
to N¡¶ya. From this,it is made clear that nritta cannot be
isolated from N¡¶ya. The basic gestures and other practices
are clearly stated in N¡¶ya¿¡stra.
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Bharat¡r¸avam by Nandike¿a exists solely as a treatise
on áuddhan¤tta. This work, comprising of fifteen chapters,
discusses in vivid detail, all the scientific aspects of dance.
Abhinaya Darpa¸a is another work by Nandike¿a where the
focus is on Ë´gik¡bhinaya. This work is dedicated entirely
to dance.

Nandike¿wara

Nandike¿wara was not merely an exponent of dance and
music, he was also a prominent scholar of áaivadar¿anaÆ,
M¢m¡Ædar¿anaÆ K¡mash¡stra, and Rasa¿¡stra. He was known
by many names such as Nandike¿wara, Nandike¿a, Nandee¿a,
Nandi, Nandibharata, Nandike¿ana, Shailadi and Thandu.

Even today, there are mere speculations about his life
and times. However, the works were supposedly written by
him are available to the modern public. According to
Dr Manmohana Ghosh, Nandike¿a was a North Indian who
lived sometime in the first or third century. Poet Ramakrishna
believes that Nandike¿a's lifetime was before the composition
of N¡¶ya¿astra. Anandakum¡rasw¡mikal speculates that
Nandike¿a might have been a Kashmiri pundit well-versed in
M¢m¡msa and áaivadar¿anaÆ.

Bharat¡r¸ava

Bharat¡r¸ava, composed by Nandike¿a is a phenomenal
work that exists as a foundation for dance or áuddhan¤tta. This
particular work comprising of around 800 slokas in 15 chapters
has a special significance as a scientific treatise on dance. The
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text explores in detail various elements of dance such as
Hastamudra-s (gestures), D¤À¶ibheda-s (eye-glances),
áirobheda-s (movements of the head), P¡da-bhedh¡s (move-
ments of the feet), Sth¡nakas (postures), Kara¸a-s and
A´gahara-s, Since t¡la is the basis of Tauryatr¢ka, by
extension t¡la is considered the foundation of dance, and hence
this work goes on to explore 108 different types of t¡la-s in
a detailed manner.

Another peculiarity of this work lies the way it associates
each t¡la with specific rasa-s. Bharat¡r¸ava was able to
combine the agility of T¡¸·ava and the transience of l¡sya
in a feasible way. As a result, the dancer can standardize a
precise movement of hands and feet, induce more beauty to
their body parts, induce discipline by using T¡laprakara¸a-s.

+…∫™…‰x……±…®§…™…‰n¬˘˘M…“i…∆ Ω˛∫i…‰x……l…«|…n˘∂…«x…®…¬

S…I…÷¶™……» ¶……¥…™…‰n¬˘˘¶……¥…∆ {……n˘…¶…¬™……∆ i……±… x…h…«™…&*

™…i……‰ Ω˛∫i…∫i…i……‰ o˘Œπ]ı& ™…i……‰ o˘Œπ]ı∫i…i……‰ ®…x…&

™…i……‰ ®…x…∫i…i……‰ ¶……¥…& ™…i……‰ ¶……¥…∫i…i……‰ Æ˙∫…&9**

To recite songs with their facial expressions, meanings
with their hands, express emotion with their eyes and
determine t¡la with their feet. The ¿loka stating how this can
be achieved explains that the eye must accompany the hands,
the bh¡va must accompany the eye and the rasa must
accompany the bh¡va, is an oft-quoted ¿loka of Bharat¡r¸ava.

All Sa´keta-s (Techniques) that are essential for
maintaining elegant body language and visual beauty and
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progression of these sublime emotions resulting from these are
discussed in detail in the Bharat¡r¸ava, which ends with the
four primary sounds of dance, namely "Thathai-tom-nam".
This work explains all scientific aspects essential for the
perfection of dance. The author of Bharat¡r¸ava was able to
portray the allure of dance--- which in itself is a fusion of music
and t¡la --- successfully, confining it to the exact frameworks
of scientific discourse.

Techniques

1. A¶avukal:

They are the basic units of dance. From fixing one's foot
firmly on the ground in a posture like Arama¸·ala to
A´gah¡r¡-s (basic dance-sequences), A¶avukal are catego-
rized. It is these A¶avukal that determine the nature of basic
movements in áuddhan¤tta of Bharatan¡¶yam. In
Bharatan¡¶yam, there are thirteen types of A¶av, like Ta¶¶a¶av
and N¡¶¶a¶av. The first adavu of Bharatan¡¶yam is Ta¶¶a¶av
(which means "to strike"). They are eight in number. The
collus are recited as "thai-thai" is called collukemm. Each a¶av
is arranged in the increasing order of karacara¸as. The use
of appropriate body parts is a significant aspect of
Bharatan¡¶yam. áar¢rapraka¶ana-s (performances with the
body) using a¶av plays an important role in expanding the
beauty of ¡´gik¡bhinaya. The proper use of
A´gop¡´gapratya´ga (precise movements of the body parts)
is learnt from Ka½ari. Therefore, the proper study of scientific
treatises like Bharat¡r¸ava that gives importance to
Ë´gik¡bhinaya is extremely paramount to a dancer.
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2. Feet:

The movement of feet in dance performance is based on
definite t¡l¡-s (Rhythms). The basic aspect of p¡dabheda
(Step) is t¡la. Mostly, Carnatic music is used in Bharatan¡¶yam.
Based on this, the t¡la-s of Bharatan¡¶yam are called
S£l¡dit¡l¡-s. The Saptat¡l¡-s (seven t¡las) are ¡di, champa,
r£paka, ata and triputa. Of these, the chaturasrajatitriputat¡la
is called chembadat¡la in Kerala. This is the same as Ekat¡la
in Carn¡tic music. Thus, t¡la-s have great association with
each other. Apart from these, there are thakadhimi, thaki¶a,
thakathakita and so on, which are used primarily in
Bharatan¡¶yam. In the eighth chapter of Bharat¡r¸avam, all
108 t¡las are explained in detail. These includes t¡las that are
used in Bharatan¡¶yam even today.

In the fourth chapter of Bharat¡r¸ava, p¡dabhedas are
given main attention. The main p¡dabheda-s are calanaÆ,
sÆkrama¸aÆ sara¸aÆ ku¶¶anaÆ lu¶itaÆ locanaÆ
viÀamasaÆcara¸aÆ. The initial movement is called calanaÆ.
These movements are greatly used in a´gahra-s. In
Bharatan¡¶yam, these are referred to as Jhankaran¡¶ya. This
kind of movement is generally used in T¡¸·ava. In var¸as
and sivastutis of Bharatan¡¶yas, these are amply used.
saÆkrama¸aÆ are quick movements. The action of the dancer
stamping the ground whenever necessary is called sara¸aÆ.
These are performed while depicting romantic scenes,
especially in AÀ¶apati-s and p¡da-s of Bharatan¡¶yam.
Ludhitha, is the wollowing motion generated by intertwining
the legs. Ak¡¿a ludhitam is called pranthanritha in
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Bharatan¡¶yam. Spinning is lolanam. In Bharatan¡¶yam, the
act of rotating around the stage with "dhithay-dhithay" jati,
as well as rotation from a fixed point on the stage comes under
lolanam movement. P¡dabhedas play a major role in arranging
dance based on t¡la. Apart from these, there are other
padabhedas like aµcitaÆ - kuµcitaÆ, which are mentioned in
Bharat¡r¸ava. Among these, a particular p¡dabheda called
Saman is widely used in Bharatan¡¶yam. Samanila is used
when dance begins when it ends and acting out J¡ti-s. In the
beginning of n¡¶ya, Sth¡naka-s, PuÀp¡µjali n¤tta and Samanila
has great significance.

™…l……∫l……x…Œ∫l…i…& {……n˘& ∫…®…… ¶…v… <i…“ Æ˙i…&*

x……]ı¨…Æ˙®¶…‰ ∫l……x…E‰Ú S… {…÷π{……\V…±™…… n˘x…i…«x…‰10**

3. Hand:

Mudra-s are quite important in dance. They play a great
role in communicating ideas in n¡¶ya. According to
Bharat¡r¸ava hasta-scan be divided into two groups: SaÆyukta
--- AsaÆyukta. Those mudras expressed using both hands are
called SaÆyukta-s and those expressed with a single hand are
called AsaÆyukta-s. There are 27 AsaÆyukta mudras like
Pat¡ka and tripataka, These are detailed in the first chapter
of Bharat¡r¸ava. In the second chapter, 16 asamyuktha mudras
are mentioned. Apart from these, the text mentions other hasta-
s like nrittahasta and devatahasta. The same mudras appear
in N¡¶ya¿¡stra and Abhinaya Darpa¸a. All the mudras
mentioned in Bharat¡r¸ava are used in Bharatan¡¶yam.
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AlapallavaÆ, which is referred to as alapadmam in
N¡¶ya¿¡stra is a mudra that is used aplenty in áuddhan¤tta
of Bharatan¡¶yam. N¤ttahasta is mentioned in the third
chapter of Bharat¡r¸ava. Mayooram, Pat¡ka and dholam are
generously used in áuddhan¤tta of Bharatan¡¶yam.
N¡¶y¡rambha nil¡ is the basic posture. Apart from
N¡¶y¡rambha nil¡ Lokadharmi N¡¶yadharmi gramya mudras
are also used in Bharatan¡¶yam.

4. Eye:

In the sloka S…I…÷¶™……» ¶……¥…™…‰n¬̆¶……¥…∆*, Nandike¿a proclaims that
the bh¡vas must accompany the eye leading to the generation
of rasa. Eyes are pivotal elements in dance. In the fourth
chapter of Bharat¡r¸avam, d¤À¶iÅ (vision is divided into three:
rasad¤À¶iÅ (of eight types), Sth¡y¢bh¡vad¤À¶iÅ (also of eight
types) and vyabhic¡rabh¡vad¤À¶iÅ (of 20 types). All these
variations of d¤À¶iÅ are used in Bharatan¡¶yam. For instance,
the d¤À¶iÅ pralohitam is used to express fear. Pralohitam
involves looking at both corners of the eye rapidly.

5. Head:

There are 19 types of áirobheda-s like v…÷i…®…¬,  ¥…v…÷i…®…¬ and
+¥…v…÷i…®…¬  as mentioned in Bharat¡r¸ava. All of these are used
in Bharatan¡¶yam. The most frequently used áirobheda-s to
generate elegance in Bharatan¡¶yam is jerking the neck
towards both sides. In the eighth chapter of Bharat¡r¸ava, this
is referred to as pariv¡hitaÆ. This is used in alarippu, a type
of áuddhan¤tta in Bharatan¡¶yam.
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6. A´gah¡r¡:

A´gah¡r¡-s are embellishments to the performer. There
are around 32 A´gah¡r¡-s mentioned in the ninth chapter of
Bharat¡r¸ava like ±… ±…i… and  ¥…GÚ®…∂S…Ë¥…. A¶av is the smallest
units of dance. The still postures in dance are called
Sth¡naka-s. A¶av and Sth¡naka-s are together called
karana-s. There are 108 karana-s according to N¡¶ya¿¡stra
(there are stone inscriptions of these in Na¶ar¡jakÀetra of
Thanjavur). Eight to nine karana-s combine to form one
A´gah¡r¡. There are 32 A´gah¡r¡-s mentioned in Bharat¡r¸ava.
The work is notable for associating each A´gah¡r¡ to one
particular rasa. Jati-s of T¡¸·ava are contained in the thirteenth
chapter of Bharat¡r¸ava, which is "Saptal¡syaprakara¸a." Main
jatis are may£rajati, Krishna jati, s¡ra (deer) jati, gajajati,
simhajati and ¿ukajati. The same jati-s are used in
Bharatan¡¶yam. We can find these in dances May£ra alaripp
and GajendramokÀa. Similarly, almost all scientific aspects of
Bharatan¡¶yam can be found in this particular work.

Ras¡nubh£ti-s the essence of appreciation experienced in
different ways. This acts as the core of every act of
appreciation. Whenever bh¡vas are expressed through motion
in accompaniment to musical t¡la, dance is created.  Dance
thus becomes an act of savouring based on bh¡va r¡ga t¡la.

Only a dancer who has in-depth knowledge on the
organization of t¡la and can relish it will be able to indulge
in an organic presentation of dance. Rules of áuddhan¤tta that
are contained in most classical dances are to be separated and
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presented with the help of Ë´gik¡bhinaya to obtain a
resonance between the body and the embodiment. This is how
dance can be appreciated by both the dancer as well as the
Sah¤daya (audience).

T¡la is a power that transcends the human senses. Music
can be understood as its auditory source of power and dance
its source of meaning. Hence, to understand and appreciate
dance completely, t¡labodha, a basic knowledge of áuddhan¤tta
and bh¡var¡ga-s are essential.

While scientific treatises such as this are useful to the
dance student as a theoretical text, it also acts as a handbook
that can help Sah¤daya to appreciate the art form completely.
Bharatan¡¶yam holds together the dance, dancer and the
Sah¤daya and paves way for the appreciation of rasa. Each
scientific treatise on dance should thus function as an entity
that holds together these three elements and guides posterity
towards a better appreciation of art.
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Role of Ved¡´ga to Interpret
Ëyurvedic Manuscripts w.s.r.

Manoram¡ Yoga

Dr. Pooja N

Abstract

Medical Manuscriptology has gained attention in the
current era. The primary step of conservation is successful;
however, the edition and translation of such manuscripts are
the need of the hour. In this process the application of
knowledge  of Ved¡´gas goes hand in hand. Its significance
has been highlighted by citing examples from Manoram¡ Yoga
--- 17

th

 century paper manuscript dealing with formulations for
various diseases. Thus, this work establishes the importance
of Ved¡´gas in Medical Manuscriptology and the need to work
towards integrating them to preserve, yield optimum results
and make the manuscripts available to the community at
large. 

Introduction

Manuscripts are the treasure house and pride of a country
but these treasure houses of knowledge are getting destroyed



and neglected with change of time. Hence it becomes our
prime responsibility to save and pass on the knowledge hidden
in these manuscripts to the present and upcoming generation.This
can be done by study of the medical manuscripts. All the
Indian sciences have branched out from Vedas and find their
root in them. To connect these links and understand all the
aspects of works related to Ayurveda, we need to use the right
tools. Thus, to overcome this hurdle, knowledge and
application of the Ved¡´ga in the study of medical manuscripts
is the need of the hour. To elicit the same example of
Manoram¡ Yoga --- a 17

th

 century unique ayurvedic paper
manuscript is taken.

Methodology

The editing of Manoram¡ Yoga was carried out. The
knowledge of Ved¡´gas was applied to interpret and edit the
manuscript. The same is elicited through examples.

Background and Discussion

Paniniya áikÀ¡ narrates two verses on the importance of
Ved¡´ga which describe Veda as a PuruÀa having six limbs
representing six Ved¡´gas. áikÀ¡ (phonetics or pronunciation)
as his nose, Kalpa (rituals/instructions) are his two arms,
Vy¡kara¸a (Grammar) is his mouth, Nirukta (etymology) are
his ears, Chandas (meter) are his two feet and JyotiÀa
(Astronomy & Astrology) are his eyes. Just as the body cannot
function without its motor and sense organs, Ëyurveda
learning is futile without the application of Ved¡´ga. These
six tools made available to us are relevant even today but are
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not prioritised. They are viewed only as a branch and thus
its application is limited. Therefore, the society needs to realise
the importance of all the Ved¡´ga and work towards
integrating them to yield results.

Manoram¡ Yoga manuscript is procured from the
manuscript conservation centre--- Acharya Shri Kailasa Sagar
Suri Gyanmandir, Koba, Gujarat. It is a paper manuscript with
12 folios, 346 verses written horizontally from left to right
with black ink in old Devanagari script and Sanskrit language.
It is not divided into chapters. Only formulations for various
diseases are mentioned, but does not include all the eight
branches. During the process of its editing the need to apply
knowledge of Ved¡´gas became essential.

Vy¡kara¸a and Nirukta

While Vy¡kara¸a teaches us how words are formed,
Nirukta complements Vy¡kara¸a and explains the meaning of
the word based on its root. Without this, the proper and exact
scientific exploration of Ëyurvedic knowledge is impossible.
These two components play a vital role in the translation phase
of manuscript. The following verses from Manoram¡ Yoga
highlights their importance. For example:
"khadir¡malak¡nisaku´ajalaÆ, ajam¡i¸i khaÆ·acayaÆ ca
yugaÆ, hara ¡nana locana vedacatuÅ, k¤tac£r¸amidaÆ
rudhir¡maharaÆ (123)"  --- here the phrase 'hara ¡nana locana
vedacatuÅ' needs to be interpreted as hara ¡nana, hara locana,
vedacatuÅ which are indicating the quantity of drugs to be
taken respectively in the formulation. Here if knowledge of
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sam¡sa is not applied, meaning cannot be derived (Varadaraja).
Another verse "vi¿voÀadhisam¡dey¡, sarvajvaraharo rasaÅ,
pathyaÆ dady¡t mukuÀ¶asya, k¤sar¡Æ taÆdulaisaÅ (143)"---
here the term 'sama' can mean equalor along with (Kantadev).
Here it is apt to consider the meaning as along with. Another
verse "taru¸yasu m¡tula p£rvamukhaÆ, karabadhnaja¶¡
jvaran¡¿akaraÆ, girikar¸ikam£lakare graha¸aÆ, karabaddha
ik¡hika dv¡ditijaÆ (341)"- In this verse the terms 'taru¸i' and
'kara' are peculiar. Both are in saptam¢ vibhakti (Varadaraja).
'taru¸i' can mean young, tender, sun etc (Kantadev). Here it
is apt to consider it as the synonym of sun and interpret it
as the NakÀatra related to the planet sun, which may be
K¤ttik¡, Uttar¡À¡·ha  or Uttaraph¡lguni. Based on context and
order of the verse the apt interpretation of the term is 'in
Uttaraph¡lguni NakÀatra'. Next the term 'kara' can be
understood as profit, loan, offering, hand, etc (K¡ntadev). Here
its synonym 'hasta' is considered and interpreted as 'in Hasta
NakÀatra'. These meanings can be understood only by the
application of Vy¡kara¸a, Nirukta and also JyotiÀa.

áikÀ¡

áikÀ¡ describes the rules to fix the parameters of
pronunciation. This also contributes to identify the languages
used by the author in a manuscript based on the pattern of
letters placed. This pattern on applying the place of articulation
throws light on the region and time period of the author and
manuscripts. In Manoram¡ Yoga the influence of Pr¡k¤ta  is
inferred by the following examples - na¿ya - nasya (6), sira
- ¿ira (5), ciki¿¡ -cikits¡ (8)-(Varadaraja). Also influence of
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regional language is understood by usage of local names for
the drugs. For example, words like lasa¸aÆ, lhasa¸a for
la¿unaÆ (10, 11) and ma¸asalla for mana¿il¡Å (22).The local
name usage maybe similar to Rajasthani.

Chandas

Chandas sets the appropriate rhythm thus helping to
memorise the text and promote the oral learning tradition. In
the field of Medical Manuscriptology they contribute at various
phases. They can help to understand the expertise of the author.
In the phase of editing, the knowledge of Chandas helps to
delete or add letters to get the most appropriate edition with
minimum copies. It also helps to interpret the unclear or
missing letters in the verses thus contributing extensively to
editing and translation of the manuscripts. In Manoram¡ Yoga
the component Chandas helped to interpret the letter and
identify discrepancies in the writing by the scribe. For
example: 'leho¿nigdhamayat¡Æ kÀapay¡rkadugdhai,
_m£trach¡galagh¤tamapi saptav¡r¡n, c£r¸ak¤taÆ
rucikamaÀ¶a¿at¡ca¿camaÀ¸aÆ, sarvesam¡namiraca kÀaya
n¡¿ayaÆti (174)'. The following verse is identified to be
written in 'Vasanta tilak¡chandas', due to the features like
presence of 14 letters in one p¡da, pause after 8

th

 and last
letter in each p¡da  and the 1

st

, 2
nd

, 4
th

, 8
th

,11
th

, 13
th

 and 14
th

syllables are long while other are short (Mishra ). The missing
letter in the verse should abide the following criteria --- it is
single syllable; 1st syllable thus should be long syllable but
laghu letter. Also, among the various types of mutra mentioned
in Ëyurveda classics the most appropriate letter would be 'go'.
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It satisfies the criteria of chandas and the Ëyurveda concept
of types of milk, which will contribute to the practical
application of the same.

Kalpa

Kalpasutras mention rules for sacrifices and other
ceremonies. From the perspective of Manuscriptology can be
applied based on the subject matter with an intent to contribute
in the translation or complete understanding of the verses. The
term 'Kalpa' means 'vidhi' which expressesthe meaningas
instructions/ rulesor sequence/order. It mayalso be understood
as a measure of time, has 14 varieties and may also means
'vikalpa' implying the variety of medicine preparations.
(Kantadev). Manoram¡ Yoga deals with various formulations
for diseases. In this context 'Kalpa' will include the knowledge
of standard rules for preparing kaÀ¡ya, c£r¸a etc. detailed in
texts like á¡ra´gadhara SaÆhit¡. 'Kalpa' also helps to
understand the relevance of order of mention of drugs which
may signify its part used, quantity or order in which they need
to be added while preparitc.ng the medicine. For example:
"viÀa¶aÆka¸anep¡l¡, hiÆgalo krama marditaÆ, niÆburasena
gu¶ik¡", in this verse the term 'krama' signifies the order of
taking the drugs for trituration. Also, few contexts in
manuscript highlight the role of Daivavyap¡¿raya. For
example, "pit¡rabha sit¡rkajam¡ graha¸aÆ, pratim¡k¤ta tasya
vin¡yakayaÆ" Here to understand the practical application the
instructions to prepare a pratim¡ (statue) and method of doing
arcan¡ should be known.
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JyotiÀa

JyotiÀa is the science that explains the movement of
planets and their influence on human body activities. It
supports both to diagnose and control diseases. Both the
sciences acknowledge and explicate the role of karma as a
root cause for the disease. This manuscript includes two
sections titled 'Vand¡kalpa'  and 'NakÀatrakalpa' dealing with
various formulations in which collection of drugs or its
indication depends on the NakÀatra in which it is collected.
Few instances to interpret the constellation names are: 'antaka
d¤Àya ku¿¡mapi vand¡' --- Here the term 'antaka' is understood
as the synonym for Lord Yama, who is the lord of bhara¸¢
nakÀatra (R¡man) ; 'saumyabha valkaka vanda g¤h¢tam' --- here
saumyabha denotes one which belongs to group of Saumya.
It can  either mean planet ie the moon or the lord Soma. There
are three nakÀatras under the planet moon ie - Rohi¸¢, Hasta,
ár¡va¸a. The lord Soma rules the star M¤ga¿¢r¿a (R¡man).
Based on order of stars and context, the meaning of saumyabha
M¤ga¿¢r¿a NakÀatra. In the verse 'maitre vandaka nimba v¤kÀa
balak¤ta p¢taÆ payam sarkar¡' - 'maitra' refers to star ruled
by Lord Mitra which is Anur¡dh¡ nakÀatra (R¡man). Thus,
the knowledge of basic elements of astrological science like
the zodiac, planets, constellations and presiding deity proved
essential to analyse and decode the terminologies used in these
sections.

Conclusion

To interpret the word meanings according to context in
the manuscript Vy¡kara¸a and Nirukta play a vital role. áikÀ¡
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helped to identify the influence of Pr¡k¤ta  and other regional
languages. With the aid of Chandas, efforts were put to
interpret missing letters, unclear letters or omission of letters.
JyotiÀa helped to infer the details and relevance of
'Vand¡kalpa' and 'NakÀatrakalpa' sections in the manuscript.
The relation between the planets, constellations and presiding
deity was analysed to infer this section. Kalpa guided to
interpret instructions to prepare formulations, follow the
sequence and apply them practically.

This highlights the importance of Ved¡´gas and the need
to work towards integrating them to preserve, yield optimum
results and make the manuscripts available to the community
at large.
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